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Abstract  
 

In the last decade, healthy living has become a lifestyle. The increasing interest of athletes to 

track their success through measurements has also grown alongside the use of smartwatches 

and other sports wearables. Throughout the years, psychological measurements regarding 

physical measurements have often been overlooked in determining the athlete’s success in their 

field. Evidence from previous studies has indicated that stress and anxiety pressure have a 

negative effect on the athlete’s performance. In group sports, a coach’s decision is incredibly 

vital in the team’s overall achievements. This research paper seeks to answer two questions: 

What data would the athlete like to share with their coaches both in regard to physical and 

psychological data? Furthermore, what data do coaches need and want to see in order to follow 

the progress as well as the collective progress of their team? The analysis used in this research 

is a mixed-method approach, including qualitative and quantitative methods in data gathering, 

prototype evaluations, and finally, user testing. From data gathering, there were ten 

interviewees in the semi-structured interviews from both user groups, athletes, and coaches. 

The survey included 100 participants. There were eight interviewees from the prototype 

evaluations from both user groups. The prototype was realised into a product, followed by five 

heuristic evaluations with experts, and lastly, there were 11 interviewees in user testing, again 

from both user groups. The results support that elite athletes would like to share as much 

information as possible with their coaches, while athletes who do not view themselves as 

professionals were hesitant to share their sleep data. Additionally, coaches prefer to see as 

much information from the athletes as the athletes are willing to share. Therefore, for the coach 

to be conscious of the athlete’s psychological state, a website is formed that combines both 

physical and psychological measurements is needed to assist the coach’s determinations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Útdráttur 

 
  
Í nútímasamfélagi hefur verið mikil vitundarvakning varðandi heilsu og heilbrigðan lífstíl. 

Notkun heilsuúra og annarra mælitækja hefur stóraukist í bæði einstaklings- og hópíþróttum. 

Með gögnum úr slíkum mælitækjum getur íþróttafólk fylgst náið með árangri og frammistöðu 

sinni. Þegar litið er á frammistöðu íþróttafólks er jafnan horft framhjá andlegri líðan og öðrum 

sálfræðilegum þáttum. Fyrri rannsóknir hafa sýnt að kvíði og stress hafa neikvæð áhrif á 

árangur og frammistöðu á æfingum og í leikjum. Í hópíþróttum eru skoðanir þjálfara á 

leikmönnum sínum mikilvægur þáttur fyrir ákvarðanatöku og árangur liðsins í heild sinni. Þessi 

rannsóknarskýrsla leitast að því að svara eftirfarandi rannsóknarspurningum: Annars vegar, 

hvaða gögn myndu iðkendur vilja deila með þjálfurum sínum þegar um er að ræða bæði 

líkamleg og sálfræðileg gögn? Hins vegar, hvaða gögn þurfa þjálfarar að sjá til þess að geta 

fylgst með árangri leikmanna og árangri liðsins í heild sinni? Notast er við eigindlegar og 

megindlegar aðferðir þegar kemur að greiningu niðurstaða úr gagnasöfnun, prófunum á 

frumgerð og notendaprófunum á kerfinu sjálfu. Fyrir gagnasöfnun voru fengnir tíu 

viðmælendur í viðtöl, þjálfarar og iðkendur, og svöruðu 100 þátttakendur spurningakönnun. 

Átta viðmælendur voru fengnir til þess að prófa frumgerð vefsíðunnar og að lokum voru 11 

viðmælendur fengnir í notendaprófun á kerfinu. Niðurstöður rannsóknarinnar sýna að fagfólk 

í íþróttum er tilbúið að deila sem mestum upplýsingum með þjálfara sínum. Hins vegar er áhuga 

íþróttafólk hikandi við að deila öllum sínum sálfræðiupplýsingum með þjálfaranum, eins og 

nánari upplýsingar um svefninn. Þar að auki sýna niðurstöður að þjálfarar vilja sjá eins mikið 

af upplýsingum og þeir geta fyrir ákvarðanatöku sem varðar lið þeirra. Þess vegna er þörf fyrir 

vefsíðu sem birtir samblöndu af sálfræðilegum og líkamlegum mælingum þar sem iðkendur og 

þjálfarar geta fylgst með á einfaldan og skilvirkan hátt. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Over the last decade, healthy living has become a way of life. Today, in modern society, 

individuals are more aware of the benefits of living a healthy lifestyle. A healthy living refers 

to the understanding of what an individual needs to do both exercise wise and nutritionally. As 

a part of that trend, each day individuals attend different types of exercise, as exercising has 

moulded itself into their daily habits of healthy living. Not only are athletes focusing on living 

a healthy lifestyle, but individuals who have no connection to sports are making health one of 

their sole focuses alongside their daily routines. Previous research has shown that people who 

maintain a healthy lifestyle tend to have a higher expectancy in life (Hamer, Lavoie, and Bacon, 

2013). It is not only extensive literature that has shown that a healthy lifestyle is the best option, 

but media coverage and the society that we live in today are also pushing the idea forward. The 

general population is eating it up. However, some individuals are taking the healthy lifestyle 

too far, as shown by Divine and Lepisto (2005), individuals who are following a specific type 

of diet and exercise patterns, seem to cluster and therefore do not seem to uphold the healthy 

lifestyle for an extended period. The likelihood of not following the health routine is mainly 

due to the lack of understanding of how to follow their healthy lifestyle, while also connected 

to the psychological stress that can come with radical lifestyle changes.  

 

Parallel to the increased interest in exercise, and in order to decrease the likelihood of falling 

into old habits for individuals, monitoring the progression of a healthy lifestyle has likewise 

increased. Consequently, the use of smartwatches has expanded as a way for individuals to 

oversee their daily success through measurements of varied types which play a significant role 

when it comes to reaching perceived goals in diverse sports. Smartwatches and other similar 

measuring equipment can be used by athletes to monitor their exercises as well as their regular 

daily habits, such as sleep, heart rate and more.  

 

Recent studies have shown that athletes that monitor their health measurements are more likely 

to succeed in their field (Jackson & Roberts, 2019). With the monitoring of their health, they 

are prone to push themselves further towards their limits and, therefore, excel in their field 

(ibid). Even though all measurements in connection with daily life in general and in connection 

to exercises in particular are incredibly vital, there is also a psychological factor that needs to 
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be taken into consideration. Especially, for athletes that are aiming at pushing themselves 

increasingly further. When psychological factors are examined in relation to a focus on a 

healthy lifestyle, the individuals’ ambitions and strengths can be portrayed. Additionally, 

monitoring specific trades like anxiety level, enables a holistic understanding of well-being in 

general. For elite athletes, it is of vital importance to understand the relationship between 

healthy living and psychological factors that affect their performance, because for them healthy 

living is not merely a way of life, it is also their main source of income. The main focus of this 

research is, therefore, to focus on elite athletes and their coaches with the aim of understanding 

in what way elite athletes can combine psychological and physical measurements in order to 

excel at their sport. The focus also includes an understanding of what a coach requires from an 

athlete's measurements. Coach's primary goal is to make the athletes succeed to their fullest in 

their field. The aim thereby more specifically includes to understand the information that an 

athlete would like to see both for themselves as well as to share with their coach. On the other 

hand, a focus on what type of information the coaches need to see in order to help the athletes 

in their success. 

 

Smartwatches have advanced in the last couple of years, from monitoring heart rate to 

monitoring various more complicated features (Thompson, 2018). The progression of 

technology has provided athletes with the opportunity not only to be able to track their health 

and progress through the smartwatches but also to transfer their data from the smartwatches 

through to various types of platforms and websites. Platforms and websites where individuals, 

coaches, and athletes can overview their health habits. Athletes, both in individual sports as 

well as team sports, are used to being watched closely by their coaches as it is their goal that 

each athlete should excel in their field and deliver their best possible performance (Davenport 

& Harris 2007). However, smartwatches do not measure all the factors that need to be taken 

into consideration when focusing on health. As said earlier, an increasingly important factor 

that plays a significant role in enhancing performance is mental health, a factor that has to be 

monitored alongside physical health. 

 

Historically, the coaching of athletes has primarily emphasised on the development of technical 

ability, for example, skills and physical fitness, but has neglected the critical factors of 

psychological well-being (Davies, 1989). Overall, studies have indicated that exercise and 

sports are associated with improvements in mental health, including moods, self-esteem, and 

anxiety levels (Raglin, 1990). Sports psychology embraces such fundamental concerns and 
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concepts as motivation, skills, feedback, attitudes, emotional health as well as their 

management of stress. The psychological factor being the mental well-being of the individual 

in connection to their attitude towards exercise (Taylor, Sallis & Needle, 1985). When focusing 

more closely on sports, studies have shown that there is a secure connection between athletes' 

psychological factors and sports performance (Raglin, 2001). However, monitoring and 

analysing all the athlete's data recorded from many different places is complicated and mixing 

psychological factors with physical measurements needs to be done carefully, with 

involvement of the relevant stakeholders. Regarding existing evidence from different studies, 

many aspects need to be looked at when it comes to seeking the athlete's data. To this day, 

there is a gap in the sports analytics and data visualisation industry as there is, according to 

evidence, no platform nor website that combines psychological data with physical data from 

individuals and athletes. In addition to that, research efforts in regard to how to combine the 

data, what data to be shared, and to what extent user involvement is needed in the design 

process of sharing intimate data, is limited. Therefore, as a part of this project, researchers are 

designing a user-friendly website that will portray all the information and data that a coach and 

athlete believe they need, all in one place. Additionally, the representation of the data is 

remarkably vital. Various graphs and different data produce data visualisation (Saupe & 

Basole, 2016) and understanding the data representations, is not always easy. Inadequate 

representation of the data can lead to non-user-friendly website that drives the athletes and their 

coaches elsewhere. Accordingly, based on that, this research aims to analyse how athletes and 

coaches can use measurements from smartwatches and psychological measurement tools to 

enhance performance and to research how these different stakeholders would like various 

measurements portrayed in a user-friendly website from a user-cantered design approach and 

to develop that website. In line with that, the following two research questions are proposed:  

 i) What data would the athletes like to share with their coaches both in regard to physical 

and psychological data? 

 ii) What data do coaches need and want to see in order to follow the progress of individuals 

as well as the collective progress of their team?  
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2 Related research 

 

In this chapter, sports analytics, visualisation of data, and data from wearables will be discussed 

in addition to related work in connection to representation and gathering of data and alongside 

the monitoring of psychological data in regard to physical health. 

2.1  Sports Analytics 

In the last ten years, sports analytics has been a growing interest in the sports industry. There 

are various definitions of sports analytics, but most of them focus mainly on data management 

and how data visualisation is of high importance to those that evaluate it. 

 

“Sports Analytics refers to the management of historic data, the 

application of predictive analytic models that use this data and the 

utilization of information systems in order to inform decision makers 

and enable them to assist their organisations in gaining a competitive 

advantage against other teams” (Morgulev & Azar, 2018). 

 

This definition of sports analytics goes into detail on the three main components in the 

analysis of the data and underlines that the primary purpose of sports analytics is to aid the 

decision-makers (Morgulev & Azar, 2018). The decision-makers are the individuals that 

interact the most with the athlete, thus including individuals such as coaches, trainers, and 

possibly managers. The data gathered on athletes are diverse through various methods. 

These diverse methods can be various measurement days or the days in which the coach 

prefers. According to a study conducted by Davenport & Kim (2013), sports analytics has 

three aims that it hopes to solve when it comes to analysing the athletes' data. The aims of 

analytics follow the three stages of analytic thinking. The first stage is to frame the problem, 

the second stage is to solve the problem, and lastly, the third stage is communicating and 

acting on the results. With these three stages, the coach is believed to be assisted to the 

fullest and, therefore, trusted to perform the best possible assessment on athletes within the 

team (Davenport & Kim, 2013).   

 

Observations and analytics of athletes are mainly conducted to measure and analyse each 

player's performance and the team as a whole. These observations are considered to be divided 

into three categories; descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive (Davenport & Harris 2007). 
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Descriptive, showing all the descriptive data of each athlete. Predictive, showing how the data 

presents itself and predicts the next records. Lastly, prescriptive, being a coach telling the 

athlete what to do depending on his performance levels. 

 

Based on the description of analytics, there are two main goals that the individuals in sports 

analytics use to help them analyse the data (Almar, 2013). The first goal is to manage data, 

which is derived from various sources efficiently. Thus, allowing the decision-maker to spare 

time in gathering information from multiple sources. It is thought to be immensely time-

consuming for a coach to have to access various databases for information, those being, for 

example, excel spreadsheets for each athlete. Programs that are well equipped with sport 

analytic features provide decision-makers the possibility to analyse the data as well as 

gathering it into the same place. The records are then analysed to provide the best possible 

feedback on the athlete's performance. The data also demonstrates areas in which the athlete 

needs improvement; therefore, it assists in that manner. Performance analysis includes analysis 

of performance data during practice as well as tournaments since, at those times, the athlete is 

most under pressure, thus revealing the athlete's exact performance levels (O'Donoghue 2009; 

Carling et al. 2006). The second goal of sports analytics is to provide and support optimal line-

up decisions and novel insight (Almar, 2013). Line-up decisions mean that the selection of 

players that are playing a game together show consistent reliance on one another, and statistics 

from each match/game portray how well the players interact with each other. On the other 

hand, as the data on each athlete grows, the coach sometimes loses track of where each 

measurement is recorded, sports analytics allows the coach to access all the information on the 

athlete even though they are gathered in various places. This also becomes extremely handy 

when teams are scouting for recruits (Almar, 2013).  

2.2  Wearables and health 

Feedback on an athlete's performance during practices and competitions is an essential factor 

when it comes to physical improvement. During training season, observing and monitoring 

feedback is exceptionally vital; coaches and athletes use data from all kinds of tools to track 

the athlete's health status, alongside their performance. Recently, wearables have become one 

of the most used tools for monitoring this type of feedback. 

A wearable is a form of microsensor technology which can detect physical activity by using 

specific software algorithms (Holme, 2015). Micro Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) 
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sensors are placed in wearables and have the capability of accelerometers, gyroscopes, and 

magnetometers. These sensors are used to collect data and measure all other activity which is 

not running based (ibid). Wearables can, therefore, be of all types and are used in both 

individual and team sports. In team sports, coaches analyse data from wearables in close 

contact with the athlete while in individual sports, athletes use wearables mainly for their own 

personal goals and enhancement. 

The primary purpose of wearables for athletes, is to collect data in order to maximise their 

performance. For individual sports, wearables seem to be less deciding since they are mostly 

only used for tracking one's effort. The most common monitor for individual athletes is a 

smartwatch. The usage of smartwatches has increased significantly in the past few years, 

especially among athletes and other passionate individuals about healthy living. Smartwatches 

collect a variety of data from users, for example, sleep patterns, heart rate, physical effort, 

acceleration, and the list goes on (Naffakh-Al, Clarke, Haskell-Dowland, & Fudong, 2016). 

Recent studies have shown that smartwatches can collect more accurate personal data than 

smartphones due to their close contact with users. Most health watches contain microsensors 

like other types of wearables, which allows for this type of accuracy (Naffakh-Al et al., 2016). 

The extensive collection of personal data gathered by the watches makes consumer health 

wearables capable of monitoring medical risk factors. However, there is a small difference 

between medical devices and health wearables. 

Despite the increased usage of smartwatches amongst athletes, other wearables are also used 

to collect real data. Different types of sensors placed in wearables monitor diverse aspects for 

various purposes. Physical activity, such as muscle activity and exertion, can be measured with 

an oximeter and an electromyographic sensor. On the other hand, mental health activity, for 

instance, stress, can be measured with an electrodermal sensor that is installed in wristbands. 

Sleep patterns, on the contrary, are monitored with an accelerometer often in watches (Piwek, 

Ellis, Andrews, & Joinson, 2016). 

In professional group sports, coaches and athletes use data wearables to reduce guesswork and 

decision making about an athlete’s success and wellbeing. Wearables in group sports include 

GPS trackers, smart balls, and tracking pods (Johnson, 2019). GPS trackers are attached to 

vests that players wear during games and training. Furthermore, they are used to measure 

physical performance such as distance, top speed, and sprint distance. Smart Ball is a ball that 

has a sensor that monitors kicks, power levels, spin speed, and the strikes along with more. 
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Tracking pods are Bluetooth devices which are placed in calf sleeves and players pair their 

mobile phone with the pods to get information about what specific skills they need to improve 

(ibid).  

In order to meet with athletes and coaches' expectations, it is essential to select consumer 

wearable, which delivers desirable answers and monitors the right aspects in each sport. 

However, several factors should be taken into account before monitoring as well as collecting 

athlete’s data. These factors include age, gender, training history, fitness level, psychological 

status, and genetics (Thornton, Delaney, Duthie, & Dascombe, 2019). Analysis and 

interpretation of the data can be influenced by these factors, as well as representation. 

Additionally, possible boundaries of certain aspects, such as effectiveness and accuracy, should 

also be considered, as well as data visualisation. 

2.3 Visualisation and representation of data 

 

In the 21st century, sports data visualisation has had an increased interest among sport 

collaborators, as well as capturing researchers' interests. When asked the question: What is 

sports data visualisation? The understanding is that it is a visual representation of sports data 

in any graphical and visual form (“Sport Analytics Methods - Data visualization”, 2019). Data 

visualisation is often used in order to measure individual performance or team performance. 

Additionally, its purpose is also to give a better understanding of the sport itself as well as 

influencing the decisions made by coaches and other sports administrators. Other questions 

that arise when discussing data visualisation are: What makes sports data remarkably beneficial 

to work with when it comes to visualisation? Furthermore, is it that it involves a wide variety 

of datasets that varies between sports? It can either be notably accurate and complete or 

unpredictable and unfinished. The visualisation can consist of either a few values of data points 

or multiple ones (Perin, Vuillemot, Stolper, Stasko, Wood, & Carpendale, 2018). Sports data, 

overall, tends to be relational, hierarchical, or a combination of the two, which delivers visually 

appealing visualisations which include diverse types of graphs or tables (Saupe and Basole, 

2016). With suitable data visualisation, such extensive data can be interpreted in an 

informational and straightforward manner without precisely examining the data. How the data 

is presented highly differs between sport types, intentions of data representation, and lastly, 

design methods (Perin et al., 2018).  
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A previous study from 2018 explored new methods regarding the design of sports data 

visualisation as well as modifying the existing ones to the current methods (Perin et al., 2018). 

The study analyses three categories of sports data; box score data, tracking data, and meta-data. 

Box score data contains the summary of statistics from a sporting event while tracking data is 

referring to the in-game actions. Meta-data, however, describes the overview of the sport itself 

and its athletes but does not describe a particular game or a sporting event. The research 

involves the analysation on both individual sports as well as team sports. Authors concluded 

that the most recurrent representation of sports data is heatmaps, treemaps, line charts, node-

link graphs, small multiples, and glyphs, as well as arc diagrams and parallel coordinates. They 

also state that conducting case studies that involve sports collaborators, such as athletes and 

coaches, is the most common method for evaluation of sports data visualisation (ibid). With 

this in mind, the deep understanding and knowledge will be provided for the functional 

requirements and prototype design.  

 

Another research paper conducted by Saupe and Basole (2016) state practical methods in 

regard to efficient visualisation. It also describes useful, interactive visualisation tools that are 

used in connection to data visualisation. Rule-based annotation framework and simple query 

interface are said to be sufficient to deliver spatiotemporal insights of games and training 

(Saupe and Basole, 2016). Sports data visualisation intends to reduce the coaches’ manual work 

such as video-edited sequences and to simplify their analysis of primary aspects and situations 

during games. Real-time visualisations are, therefore, desirable and sufficient in meeting the 

expectations of identifying these essential aspects. According to the same study, another 

example of efficient visualisation is the use of gap charts to portray rankings over time. Gap 

charts are preferred over tables because of their ability to provide an understanding of the 

change of multiple metrics. 

 

It is necessary to determine the most appropriate methods when representing sports data in 

order to prevent misinterpretations. Appropriate variables must be chosen with irrelevant 

factors removed. For example, appropriate variables that have an impact on coaches' decision-

making are distance and high-speed distance, to name a few (Thornton et al., 2019). Variables 

must be reliable, accurate, and simplistic in order to present data in the best manner. Also, the 

text must be readable and straightforward with formatting, if applicable. Important is to display 

figures that support the primary aspects and increase the transparency in how the data is 

presented. A study from 2019 explores many beneficial programs that can help impressively 
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visualise the data. Microsoft Excel is told to be efficient for conditional formatting and also for 

visually appealing reports and graphics (ibid). It is a convenient program for implementing a 

system to represent athlete’s measurements where vital information can be highlighted. Other 

useful programs for visualisation are Tableau, Power BI and R statistical software (ibid). 

 

2.4 Monitoring of psychological health in regard to physical health 

 

Over the last few decades, there have been mixed feelings towards whether the psychological 

state of athletes affects their performance levels. In the 1970’s literature, authors state that 

personality factors such as emotional stability were moderately and positively associated with 

participation in sports and athletic success. In contrast, the 1980’s studies showed that 

personality and mental well-being was not a significant factor in sport (Raglin, 2001). In the 

last thirty years, studies have proven the 1980’s theory wrong.  

 

Multiple factors make an athlete excel in their field, from physical health to mental well-being. 

A mixture of the two is considered to create an outstanding athlete. The stressful nature of sport 

and the competitive factor in the environment place many challenging demands on an athlete's 

mental well-being (Jones, 1995). Studies adjacent to the Mental Health Model for sports 

performance (MHM) have shown that there is a strong relationship between the psychological 

factor and athletes' performance in order for the athlete to transcend in their field (Raglin, 

2001). Furthermore, there appears to be a negative effect between anxiety and athletes’ 

excelling. 

 

Consequently, both need correct handling (Kenow & Williams, 1992). Amidst ongoing stress 

and nerves, athletes are believed to overthink the situation they are in, with that being said, the 

behaviour radiates through to their physical performances in a negative demeanour (Singer, 

Hausenblas, & Janelle, 2001). Pressure and influence from teammates, coaches, and parents 

drive the anxiety levels of an athlete to a new level. Sports psychologists have long assumed 

that increased anxiety during competitions and practices lead to performance decreasing due 

to the excess pressure (Parnabas, 2015). On the other hand, when an athlete is mentally 

available and has little anxiety, the performance is determined to increase, while if the athlete 

is struggling with anxiety, performance levels are proven to decrease.  
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Studies have revealed that the main challenge appears to be one of monitoring stress indicators 

in the athlete in order to prevent mental well-being problems being portrayed on the physical 

side.  Accordingly, an area of research in sport psychology has been directed towards the 

emotional responses to such stressors and, in particular, the study of competitive anxiety 

(Martens, Vealey, & Burton, 1990; Woodman & Hardy, 2001). 

 

When an athlete is dealing with psychological problems, communication with their coach is 

exceptionally vital. Several benefits are related to communication and relationship building 

between athletes and coaches. When athletes are involved in monitoring their mental well-

being, it enhances their feeling of involvement in the training power. It allows athletes to 

increase their sense of ownership as well as driving them to empower themselves (Raglin, 

2001). Without communication and trust, controlling the situations becomes complex.   

 

Sports programs have been associated with using questionnaires to determine an athlete's 

mental well-being (Chapman, et al., 2012). Questionnaires can be relatively inexpensive and 

straightforward means of determining athlete’s well-being and subsequent responses to the 

physical training. Even though questionnaires provide useful and straightforward subjective 

information, factors such as frequency, time taken to complete the questions, sensitivity, time 

of day of completion should all be considered (Halson, 2014). The questionnaires are, for 

example, anxiety scales, a profile of mood state, and stress for athletes (Kellman, & Kallus, 

1965; Baker, Cote, & Hawes, 2000; Smith, Schutz, Smoll, & Ptacke, 1989).  
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3 Research approach   

 

Throughout this chapter, methods used, research context and the various phases of the mixed 

approach are presented. 

 

 

3.1 Methods used 
 

Agile is a methodology that consists of sets of methods that all fall under a so-called "Agile 

Umbrella". The methods were first and foremost implemented to enable developing teams to 

adapt quickly and efficiently to changes. When it comes to programming, many features 

change rapidly, thus it is essential that a developing team can adapt instantly to new changes. 

Without that kind of adaptation, there is a high risk of losing track of the development project 

as well as excess costs (Coram & Bohner, 2005). Under the Agile family, there are many 

different types of methods, but the most common ones are Scrum, eXtreme Programming (XP), 

and Dynamic System Development Methodology (DSDM). 

 

Nevertheless, what does it mean to use the Agile method? All Agile methods have the same 

four aspects in common; adaptive, iterative,  incremental, and lastly, people oriented. Adaptive 

meaning that they adapt promptly to change. Iterative, as the Agile projects plan for the work 

of one iteration to be improved upon in other iterations, on the other hand, incremental as the 

completed work is delivered to the other members of the group throughout the project. People-

oriented as Agile encourages the team to have face-to-face communications. Face-to-face 

communications allows the team and the customer to be updated on the status of the project. 

Agile methods were created to support the team and to handle their workflow by having a better 

overview of how the work is implemented (Abbas, Gravell & Wills, 2008). 

 

Even though Agile is suitable for most projects, some projects will find other methodologies 

more suitable. Therefore, when deciding the type of methodology, many factors need to be 

considered, for instance, the size and period of the project. For this project, researchers decided 

that the Agile methodology would be a good fit. One of the main reasons for this choice was 

because Agile helps with time management and overview, which the group found vital as there 

was limited time to complete the project. The team then decided on the Scrum method process 

framework as it splits up goals into iterations, which are typically no longer than two weeks 

and have daily meetings called scrums.  
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This project is based on a mixed-method approach (Bryman, 2015). The mixed-method 

approach has included five phases in total. Those including phase 1: a set of semi-structured 

interviews (12 in total), phase 2: a survey (with 100 answers in total), phase 3: co-design 

sessions for evaluating the prototype derived from the previous data collection methods, phase 

4: a programming phase of implementing and iterating the user interface and lastly phase 5: an 

evaluation phase where the final product was evaluated. 

 

In order to collect feedback and data from possible users, a decision was taken to use two 

different approaches—one method used to gather qualitative data and another to collect 

quantitative data. From the qualitative approach, the goal was to achieve additional information 

and insight from each user with open-ended questions. By using open-ended questions, the user 

could express his ideas to the fullest as well as the researchers gathering in-depth insights from 

its users. With the in-depth insights, it provides the researchers with reliable data on uncertain 

information. 

 

From the quantitative approach, the goal was to gather further data with closed-ended 

questions. Closed-ended questions provide the researchers with a confirmation of the uncertain 

information. By doing so, the confirmation of data from the closed-ended question establishes 

concrete answers. 
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3.2 Research context  
 

DataWell is a project that was worked on before the researchers joined the project. Here below 

is a timeline which shows various states and what the researchers added to the DataWell 

project. 

 

 

Figure 1: DataWell timeline 
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3.3 Qualitative phase 1 with semi-structured interviews 

 

The qualitative approach was decided when it came to the interviews as the interviewee 

expressed in words what they found about the concept of the website. 

 

Two interview guides were composed (see Appendix 8.1 and 8.2). One for athletes and one for 

coaches. In each interview, the purpose of the interview was introduced. Both interview guides 

started with the same sort of background information questions. After those questions, the 

interview guides differed and included specific questions. The specific questions were selected 

depending on whether the interviewee was an athlete or a coach. Individuals within the RU’s 

department of sports science provided the researchers with a list of potential interviewees that 

would suit the projects user groups. After receiving potential interviewees, the researchers 

connected with the interviewees through email communication. Through the emails, the project 

was introduced, and an invitation was sent. Finally, the interviews were booked and confirmed 

by the researchers that responded to the emails. The interviews took place at Reykjavík 

University, except for one interview that took place at the interviewee’s workplace. The 

interviews took each around 60 minutes, and at least two team members of the team were 

present at each interview. All of the interviews were carried out in the same form to ensure 

consistency in the results. At the beginning of the interview, the interviewee was welcomed, 

and the purpose of the project was presented. The interviewee was notified that the interview 

was anonymous, and therefore, no personal information about themselves would be traceable 

back to them. The interviewee was asked whether a recording could be used to facilitate the 

interview. The interviewees were then asked general background questions before they were 

asked questions related to the user group in which they belonged. The questionnaire mentioned 

beforehand was then used (see Appendix 8.1 and 8.2). However, the interviews did not follow 

a strict structure; therefore, the questions were adjusted according to how the interview 

developed, as semi-structured interviews tend to do. After the interview, the interviewees were 

thanked for participating and taking the time to attend the interview. Lastly, they were asked if 

they were interested in attending an ongoing interview on the prototype of the website. After 

the interview researchers wrote down the interviewee’s answers, as well as a summary of the 

entire interview (see Appendix 8.3). 

 

In order to analyse the data everything that was expressed during the interviews, the recordings 

from the interviews were played back. With this, the researchers ensured that all the 
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information provided by the interviewee was accounted for and transcribed. Team members 

then debated the interview, and based on the discussion, the main points from the interview 

were epitomized, the interviews were then thematically analysed and are portrayed here below 

(see 4.1.1). In order to maintain the privacy of the interviewee, pseudo names were 

implemented instead of the interviewee’s name. Lastly, a summary of all the interviews was 

prepared. 

3.4  Quantitative phase 2 with a survey  

The quantitative approach was decided when it came to gather extra information about the 

athlete’s personal information. 

 

The researchers decided upon having the survey for the participants simple and clear to prevent 

any misunderstanding. Basic background questions were asked about their gender and age. The 

participants were also asked about the sport that they practiced, and the answers given by the 

researchers were football, handball, basketball, an individual sport, and other. The next 

question that was asked involved if the participant practiced their sport with older age groups 

and were given the option to answer yes, no, and sometimes. The next two questions were the 

ones the researchers were most interested in getting the answers to. The first of the two revolved 

around whether an individual would want the coach to see how the participant felt based on a 

psychological survey. The options given for the question were yes, and no, the researchers did 

not include any other options since it was in their opinion that it would not serve a purpose to 

their project. The last question was based on whether an individual would want their coach to 

see information about their sleep patterns. The choices given were “yes, I would like my coach 

to see everything - both sleep duration and when it was”, “yes, I would only want him to see 

my sleep duration”, “yes, I would want him to see when I went to sleep and when I woke up” 

and lastly “no”. 

 

The data gathered through the survey was pre-analysed and presented through pie-charts and 

percentage lines in google forms, that google forms does automatically. However, the data was 

downloaded from google forms, and processed with regards to answers to individual questions. 
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3.5  Qualitative phase 3 with prototype evaluation 

The qualitative method was chosen when it came to the prototype evaluations, as the 

researchers found it the most efficient way to gather data about the evaluations. In addition, 

these interviews were conducted using the thinking out loud method. 

 

Two lists of tasks were made, one for athletes and one for coaches. The tasks were split up 

because the researchers found it more appropriate for the athlete to complete tasks that would 

be on the athlete page and the same goes for coaches. Individuals in the sports department at 

Reykjavík University provided the researchers with the contact information for possible 

interviewees for the prototype interviews. E-mail communication took place with the possible 

interviewees in order to see if they were willing to participate in the prototype interviews. Eight 

interviews were confirmed and the place and time that the interviewee preferred were decided. 

Some of the interviews took place at the interviewee’s workplace and others at Reykjavík 

University. The interviews took around 30 minutes as the interviewees were quick to 

understand the concept of the interview as well as what the researchers were looking for. 

 

In the beginning of the interview, the interviewee was asked if it was acceptable to record the 

interview. The interviewers then started by introducing the interviewee to the project and 

asking them to talk out loud when performing the tasks, therefore, by expressing their thoughts 

out loud. The interviewees were split into two types of groups; coaches and athletes, where 

each user group had specific tasks to complete. After the interviewee had completed all the 

tasks that the researchers had prepared as mentioned above, the interviewee was asked basic 

background questions. After the background questions the interviewees were asked questions 

regarding SUS; user usability and user experience. SUS user usability and user experience 

questions were on a scale therefore the interviewee answered with numbers. After the SUS 

questions, the interviewee was asked if there was anything they would like to add. Lastly, the 

interviewers questioned whether the interviewee would like to see the other user’s page.  

 

In order to analyse the data, the interview recordings were played back, by doing so the 

researchers made sure that no information was missing. The procedure was thereby the same 

as in phase 1. The researchers discussed how the data would be presented and came to the 

conclusion that the data would be put into tables. The tables would include the basic 

information about the interviewee and the main problems they encountered as well as the 
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comments they added about the prototype. Similar to what was done in the interview section, 

the privacy of the interviewee was maintained by giving them pseudo names.  

3.6  Phase 4: Coding  

Before implementing the code, it is essential to define its technical environment. It is also vital 

to decide on the methodology in order to follow a structured plan. Since former backend 

programmers had previously decided the technical environment for DataWell, researchers 

carried on using the existing database for the implementation of the frontend. The frontend 

implementation includes the framework, version control, in addition to the development- and 

testing environment. 

 

Scrum methodology 

Throughout the research project, the researchers decided on the methodology, Scrum. Scrum 

is an Agile project management framework that is often used for projects that are created in 

iteration phases. When using Scrum, the main goal is to create a Product Backlog with a list of 

requirements, and those listed requirements are then split into Sprints. Product Backlog is a 

prioritized list of all requirements that need to be implemented for working software. 

Researchers decided to split the whole developing process into eleven successive Sprints where 

requirements would be implemented in five of them. At the end of each Sprint, implemented 

requirements and projects are reviewed, and the next Sprint is planned out. Therefore, Scrum 

methodology allows researchers to have an overview of what requirements are completed and 

what not (What is Scrum Methodology?, n.d.). 

 

ReactJS 

The decided framework for the frontend was React JavaScript (ReactJS), and researchers used 

the newest version of JavaScript, ES6. This decision was made because the existing frontend 

code was already written in ReactJS. Consequently, ReactJS has the advantage of breaking the 

code into smaller components. The breakdown of the code allows others that work on the code 

to reuse those components more often in various parts. Each component has its logic, which 

ensures a consistent look and a stable code (React, n.d.). For faster development and design, 

researchers selected built-in React components. For the styling of the code, researchers agreed 

to use CSS. 
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Git and VS code 

Version control is essential for collaboration when many programmers write the same code 

together. Git was selected as all members of the research team had a good experience in using 

their features. Github is the hosting service that provides access control as well as other 

collaboration features and ease under the pressure of conflicts. It allows each team member to 

work on any file at the same time. Changes from each member are then merged and shared 

with other members so that each individual of the team has the right version at all times (Johari, 

2019). When deciding on what code editor to use, researchers found that Visual Studio Code 

was the best resort. Visual Studio Code is a user-friendly, cross-platform editor that is available 

for both Windows and Mac, which was very important as team members have different types 

of computers. 

 

Heroku and Travis CI 

The development- and testing environment was determined by former programmers, and 

researchers chose to keep the same environments. Heroku hosts the development environment, 

whilst Travis CI is used to perform various system tests (What is Heroku?, n.d.). 

  

 

 

Figure 2: Technological environment 
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3.7 Qualitative and quantitative phase 5: User testing 
 

The user testing was based on a mixed method approach where the qualitative and quantitative 

method were chosen as it would produce the best feedback from the users. The qualitative 

method would be the thinking out loud interviews as the researchers would write down what 

the user does in the interview. Whilst the SUS part the interview would be taken on a google 

forms format and therefore qualified as a quantitative method.  

 

Two list of tasks were made as one task list would be for athletes and another for coaches (see 

Appendix 8.5). In addition, some user tasks made for both athletes and coaches in which they 

would perform. Most of the user questions were in connection to the front page and before you 

sign-in thus both user groups chosen to undertake those specific tasks. Due to unforeseen 

circumstances in the society due to Covid-19 the interviewees were people that are close to the 

researchers. Even though the interviewees were family members and close friends to the 

researchers, those individuals had never come in contact or seen the website beforehand. Also, 

some individuals were athletes or coaches now or were at some point in life. The interviews 

each took around 30 minutes to one hour depending on the problems that the interviewees 

encountered as well as how quick the interviewees were to understand the concept of the 

interview.  

 

At the beginning of the interview, the interviewee was asked if it was acceptable to them to 

record the interview. The interviewees (each researcher) started the interview of by introducing 

the project and explaining a little what was the purpose of this interview. In addition, the 

interviewee was informed that pseudo names would be used thus the results could not the 

traceable back to them. As the interviewees were like the other interviews; split up into athletes 

and coaches, the task list prepared for each and the interviewee in the specific user group 

completed the tasks set for them. After the interviewee had completed all the tasks set for them, 

they were asked simple background questions. Following the background questions, the 

interviewees asked questions regarding SUS (System usability scale). As all the SUS questions 

are on a scale the researchers preferred that the interviewee would answer those questions in 

google forms, as they did. After the interview, the researchers played back the recording, and 

wrote down the comments and problems that the interviewee encountered when completing 

the tasks. 
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When analysing the interviews, the recordings were played back in order to document all the 

information if anything was missing. Therefore, the same procedure as in both phase 1 and 

phase 3. Similarly, to phase 3, the researchers discussed between themselves and decided that 

it would be most efficient to place the problems in a table. The table would, therefore, include 

the same information as in phase 3, background information, problems, and comments. 

Furthermore, pseudo names were used in order to maintain the privacy of the interviewees. 
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4 Results  

4.1  Data Gathering 

 

In the following chapter, data gathering of the semi-structured interviews and the survey are 

presented. 

4.1.1 The results from phase 1: The semi-structured interviews  

This section covers the preparation and conduction of the interviews. It also covers the 

interview participants, as well as how the interviews were conducted. Lastly, data will be 

analysed, and a summarisation of the results is presented. Interviewees were as diverse as they 

were mixed since there were both athletes and coaches from various sports. 

 

Participants 

In total, there were 12 semi-structured interviews performed. These were all individual 

interviews with two exceptions, where there were two interviewees together. Originally there 

were two user groups that the researchers decided upon, athletes and coaches. The interviews 

were divided as follows: there were six athletes, of whom there were four women and two men. 

The team coaches were four of which included three men and one woman. Lastly, there were 

two national team coaches who both were men. 

 

The athletes all had in common that they had at some point practiced a sport, whether it was a 

group or an individual sport. Most of the athletes, therefore, looked at themselves as 

professional athletes. Three interviewees practiced swimming, of which two were girls and one 

boy, one girl practiced handball, another girl practiced football, and, finally, one boy practiced 

basketball. All the athletes had a great deal of experience and thus knew what suited them best 

when it came to success in their field. They also knew exactly the information and data they 

would need for them to reach their success. All of the athletes were students studying diverse 

subjects. Most of the athletes also worked in the same sport they practiced. 

 

On the other hand, the coaches were coaching either or both individual and team sports. They 

all had in common that they were coaches on a professional level. Therefore, all of the coaches 

have exceedingly good experience in coaching and accordingly know what information is most 
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useful to them for an athlete to succeed either in an individual or team sport. Again, used were 

pseudo names in order to maintain the privacy of the interviewees. 

 

 

Results 

 

Athletes 

Athletes who would like to share their information with their coach 

The researchers noticed that every single athlete wanted to share as much information as 

possible with their coaches. In total, there were six athletes whom all agreed that their personal 

information should be shared with their coaches. All mentioned that it would be beneficial for 

their success in their field. Egill, one of the athletes specified that: 

  

“I would like to share all of my data with my coach because I consider 

that it would increase the trust and transparency in the communication 

between an athlete and their coach.” 

  

Two other athletes, Inga and Númi also said: 

  

“We both agree that we would like to share all the information and data 

collected on us with our coach. By doing so, we believe that it builds 

trust between an athlete and their coach.” 

  

Researchers, however, had to take into account that not all athletes would want to share all 

their information. For instance, those who have dealt with or are dealing with anxiety are more 

hesitant in sharing personal information.  Karen, another of the athletes, expressed: 

  

“When it comes to the anxiety scale and the data connected to it, I 

believe that it would be useful that my coach would see that type of 

data. I also believe that it would be beneficial in order to increase an 

athlete's performance. I, however, have not had to deal with anxiety; 

therefore, my opinion would not be insignificance.” 

  

Therefore, the researchers had to cater to their needs by having the option to hide specific 

information such as sleep and anxiety from their coach. 
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Athletes that use supportive equipment 

The interviews portrayed that athletes who are in a team sport regularly use some supportive 

equipment—this equipment being health watches and heart rate monitors. The athletes 

consider that when using supportive equipment, they can track their physical success more 

excessively. One athlete, for example, stated: 

 

“I use my Apple watch to track my pulse and burnt calories because it 

is in my opinion that when following these aspects, I find it easier to 

maintain my routine. When maintaining my routine, I have to keep in 

mind that my physical strength plays a large role when achieving my 

perceived goals.” 

  

Another athlete, Egill, stated that when off season as well as in pre-season then he uses 

supportive equipment. 

  

“I track specifically my heart rate during practice as well as my sleeping 

habits. I consider those aspects vastly important alongside mental well-

being and calorie intake. I, however, also suppose that the data collected 

in, for example, watches will be useful especially heart rate. I would 

like to see my heart rate for each practice and therefore follow my 

accomplishments.” 

  

Researchers thought that Egill’s point about seeing the heart rate whilst on practice gave an 

insight on what an athlete wants and thus consider it a vital demand for athletes. 

  

Another athlete, Unnur who practices swimming mentioned that she had tried to use 

measuring devices such as a GPS collar around her chest, but she does not use that 

regularly. 

 

“I have tried a collar which goes around my chest to measure my heart-

beat, but I found it uncomfortable and unnecessary, to be honest.” 
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Athletes that do not use supportive equipment 

Athletes that are in individual sports are less likely to use supportive equipment. From the 

interviews, the researchers saw somewhat of a pattern, the ones that practiced swimming and 

basketball used less supportive equipment since it was harder to have on themselves during 

practice. Unnur, an athlete who practices swimming, said: 

  

“I practice around 6 to 8 times a week and I do not use any extra 

supportive equipment. I don't think that supportive equipment could 

help me since I find it difficult to have something extra around me 

during practice. I think that my own insight and my own feeling as well 

as my experience help me achieve my goals. If I would have to state 

one measurement that I would look at, I would say heart rate. Heart rate, 

because that is the only measurement that could possibly benefit me.” 

  

On the other hand, there are athletes that do not use supportive equipment whilst on season 

but do off season, for example Egill describes: 

  

“When I am in season I do not use any support equipment to follow my 

health or achievements. This is because I am not allowed to have any 

extra equipment such as health watches whilst on practice, however, if 

the team supplies vests then I use it, but otherwise not.” 

  

Researchers thought it was interesting that some athletes use supportive equipment sometimes 

and sometimes not. Therefore, if the researchers would have a test group, then they would have 

to supply the supportive equipment which would not necessarily be used during practice. 

 

Athletes that want to see data on simple graphs 

Simple does not have to mean boring. Athletes expressed their feelings towards the portrayal 

of the data, and in most athlete’s opinion, simple graphs were the best option. Even though 

simple graphs are considered boring, they present the data most adequately. Karen set forth the 

opinion that:         

    

“I think that the data should not be shown on spider-charts because I 

feel like they are not clear enough. I also believe that it is very hard to 
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read spider-charts, especially if you have not seen one before. I assume 

that it would be more convenient to show heart rate on a linear graph as 

it would be easier to read.” 

  

Another interesting point that was mentioned in the interviews was the display of physical 

measurements. One athlete pointed out that in order to compare two different measurements, 

either line or bar charts would be appropriate. Unnur believes were: 

  

“I find it extremely difficult to read spider-charts and I do not 

understand what I am being shown. However, bar and line charts should 

represent the data in a more presentable form.” 

  

Researchers, therefore, thought that line and bar charts should be used on the athlete’s side of 

the website. 

 

Coaches 

Coaches that want their athletes to answer anxiety tests 

From the interviews, coaches mentioned that when it comes to achieving success in their field, 

both mental and physical health play a significant role. Therefore, two coaches spoke about 

their athletes, answering a short survey about their anxiety levels. This way, the coaches would 

know if an athlete was struggling mentally. For example, Vala voiced: 

  

“I think it would be beneficial to have a small survey which I could 

make my team answer before and after each game. The survey would 

ask specific questions about the player’s well-being as well as how they 

experienced the game. This way a coach could focus on the player’s 

well-being and resolve any issues that possibly occur”.   

  

Even so, Vala talked about having a survey before and after each game. Therefore, focusing 

more on the player’s performance during the game. On the other hand, Kári found that twice a 

week should suffice, but concentrates more on mixing the player’s physical and mental health. 

  

“I already use an app that is called Sideline, but if I would be able to 

use DataWell to send out a simple survey to my players, the questions 
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would fixate on stiffness, fatigue, and their condition. I would like to 

alert my players by sending them a notification when I expect them to 

take the survey.” 

  

These findings from the interviews will be considered as the researchers believe that having a 

small survey would be favourable. It would also be valuable for the athletes themselves to see 

where their mental well-being stands throughout the year.  

 

Coaches that want to see data in a spider-chart 

The website’s design is a significant factor in the software development process. As the 

researchers are mainly focusing on user-centered design, the interviewees’ opinions are vital. 

Most of the coaches talked highly about the spider-chart as it shows a player in comparison to 

another player. Tómas which coach’s basketball expressed: 

  

“I use spider-charts a lot as it gives a clear image as to where a player 

stands in contrast to others.“ 

  

As for the national team coaches in football, Ómar and Birnir: 

  

“I only want to see the main measurements visualised through readable 

charts such as the spider-chart.” 

  

Researchers noticed right away from the interviews that spider-charts were of importance and 

catchy for coaches. Atli, a coach in badminton stated: 

  

“I think that spider-charts are exciting. Throughout the past years, I 

have frequently played the video-game FIFA, therefore, I recognise 

spider-charts.“ 

  

In conclusion, the researchers decided that spider-charts would be the main chart to visualise 

the measurements for the coaches. 
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Coaches that don’t want to see data in a spider-chart 

Despite the fascination of spider-charts, there was one coach which found them confusing. 

Kári, a coach in football specified: 

  

“In my opinion, spider-charts are extremely disturbing though they 

seem quite professional. Instead, I would prefer to see the 

measurements in some kind of a table.” 

 

Even though Kári’s opinion is important to the researchers, they decided to stick with spider-

charts as it portrays the measurements more clearly. 

 

Summary 

 

After the interviews, many interesting points emerged. One of the fascinating points was the 

decision to add another user group, which was national team coaches. Therefore, the national 

team coaches got their user group because their requirements for the website turned out to be 

vastly distinctive and far more thorough than the requirements from a team coach. Hence, the 

researchers found it unreasonable to have team coaches and national team coaches in the same 

user group. Another intriguing point that came to light from the interviews was that the project's 

focus moved from individual sports to team sports. The researchers believed that the ones that 

practiced individual sports would be a necessity for the website. However, the interviews 

revealed that those who practice individual sports focus less on metrics and measurement but 

rather on their insights. On the other hand, team members of team sports focus a lot more on 

physical and mental measurements and compare themselves with other team members. 

 

From all the interviews, athletes were eager to see their measurements in order to be able to 

monitor their performance. Nevertheless, coaches were more enthusiastic and passionate to 

assess players' condition and their abilities in the field through the website. All the coaches 

agreed that they wanted to see as much data as each athlete would allow. The coaches 

determined it was imperative to see the information about the anxiety levels of players as it 

could tell them a lot about the player's performance. This came as a surprise to the researchers 

as they thought the coaches would not mind not seeing anxiety levels—however, the coaches 

required to see as much information as possible. 
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The vast majority of those interviewed agreed that the website should be colourful enough to 

catch a person's eye. When asked how the athletes would like their data portrayed, they talked 

mostly about seeing their data on graphs such as bar and line charts. However, when the 

coaches were asked the same question, most of them wanted to see spider charts. They believed 

that spider charts portrayed the most depth if they were looking into one athlete and comparing 

two or more of their measurements. 

4.1.2 The results from phase 2: The survey    

 

A survey was designed to provide extra information from athletes in connection to their 

personal information. The purpose of the survey was to investigate how much athletes were 

ready to share information about sleep patterns and well-being with their coach. This section, 

therefore, discusses the participants of the survey, its implementation. As well as analysis of 

the data, the results, and finally, a summary.  

 

Participants  

 

The survey was published on the social media platform Facebook where researchers shared the 

survey on their pages in order to retrieve the most significant sample of respondents. 

Furthermore, the siblings of the researchers that were adolescents were asked to take the 

survey. They were also asked to send the survey to their friends. In total, 100 participants 

completed the survey. The age range of participants in the survey ranged from younger than 

14 years old up to 23 years old and older. The age of the participants was divided into 14% 

who were younger than 14 years old, 12% that was 14-15 years old, 10% who were 16-17 years 

old, 8% that were 18-19 years old, 14% that was 20-22 years old and the largest group being 

43% of participants who were 23 years old and older. The sex ratio was not equal, as 70% of 

participants were female, whilst 30% of participants were male.  

 

Results  

 

The survey results showed that 84% of the participants would like their coach to see how they 

feel based on a regular psychological survey (see Figure 2). However, when it came to the 

question revolving around sleep duration there were 30% that said no about sharing that 

information with their coach. 14% answered “yes, I want to see when I went to sleep and when 

I woke up”, 26% answered “yes, I want him to see the duration of my sleep” and 30% that 

answered “yes, I would like my coach to see everything - both sleep duration and when it was”. 
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These results show that 70% of the participants wanted their coach to see some type of 

information about their sleep patterns (see Figure 3). When asked if the participants were 

practicing with older age groups. 63.7% answered no, 23.1% answered yes and 13.2% 

answered sometimes. The majority of the participants responded that they practiced football or 

46%, other came in next with 29% participants, 14% who practice some type of individual 

sport, 11% practice handball and lastly, 9% basketball (see Figure 2).   

 

Figure 3: Results from the question "What sport do you practice?" (Google forms, 2020) 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Results from the question: "Would you like your coach to see how you are feeling based on a survey you would 

answer regularly" (Google forms, 2020) 
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Figure 5: Results from the question: "Would you like your coach to see information about your sleep habits?" (Google 

forms, 2020) 

 

Summary 

 

When the survey was completed, and the results were examined, many interesting and exciting 

points arose. As stated in the results, here above, 84% of the respondents agreed with the 

statement, yes, I would like my coach to see the data about my mental well-being. However, 

this did not come as a surprise, as the researchers had predicted that the majority would most 

likely like to share this type of information with their coach. Researchers had, therefore, 

concluded so from the previous user interviews (see section 4.1.1) that athletes believed that 

well-being could affect their performance. With this in mind, the researchers deliberately chose 

to ask this question in the survey and ahead of the sleep duration question. This means that the 

last question in the survey was about sleep duration. 

 

On the other hand, the results from the sleep duration question surprised the researchers, as 

30% of the participants did not want to share their sleep data with their coach. It is though 

worth mentioning that four participants of the hundred had checked both in the yes and no 

answers. Participants, therefore, in the researcher’s opinion, disagreed when it came to share 

this type of data. Consequently, the data shows that more participants than expected did not 

want to share their sleep data with their coach. This particular finding led to the design of 

enabling the option of showing and hiding certain types of data, which was then implemented 

and tested in the prototype interviews (see section 4.2.1.2). 
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4.2 Development process 

 

In the following chapter, co-design sessions, prototype, prototype evaluations, SUS and the 

final look of the frontend development are presented 

4.2.1 The results from phase 3: Co-design sessions  

 

When it comes to designing a system interface, it is essential to plan the process before 

commencing. The team decided on a co-design session for evaluating the prototype derived 

from the previous data collection methods (phase 1 and phase 2). In the beginning, it is vital 

and useful to draw a rough picture of the user interface that reflects how the system 

requirements are implemented. The hand-drawn picture is called a paper prototype and is 

usually the first step when designing a system interface. Once the rough prototype designs are 

clear and practical, the drawings can be entered into a computer program where the details are 

refined from the prototypes. In order to meet the needs of the users, it is imperative to conduct 

prototype interviews where the user groups of the system solve predetermined tasks. User 

feedback is then used to modify and refine the prototype to be as user-friendly as possible. 

When the prototype is not faulty and as user-friendly as possible, then it is first possible to get 

started with the programming of the website. 

 

Sketching 

 

In the first step of the design process, the team decided to use the Sketching method. Each team 

member drew on a piece of paper their ideas, to form various approaches to the implementation 

of the system requirements. The team then came together after individual sketching sessions 

where each person showed the rest of the research members their ideas, and finally, all the 

ideas were merged. It is vital to make several implementations individually before executing 

the final design as well as agreeing on the main features of the website. Team members had 

diverse designs, and many new implementations and functions came to light. 

Nonetheless, the drawings worked out well as some of the research members thought more 

about the athlete's website and others about the coach's website. Not a lot of time was spent  on 
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detail, as the paper prototype was explicitly designed to gain a better understanding of how to 

meet the users' needs. The following pictures show the team's paper prototypes:  

 

Figure 6: Early sketches from researchers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 7: Early sketches from researchers 
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Figure 8: Early sketches from researchers 

 

Wireframes 

 

When the researchers had finished designing the framework, the developers moved to the 

computer program balsamiq.cloud. The researchers used the program to add additional detail 

to the pages, such as those which include text, symbols, images, and other features. An elegant 

design prototype was created, which will be the main base when it came to programming the 

system. The following images are some of the essential explanatory wireframes used in the 

implementation of the system.  

 

Wireframes for athletes with explanations 

 

Figure 9: DataWell's homepage   

  

       Figure 10: User login 
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Figure 11: Homepage - User sign-up 

 

Figure 9) On the front page of DataWell, you can see the logo of the website as well as 

information about the project. Additionally, information about the developers and the terms of 

the website are in the navbar. You can log in to your account either by clicking on the logo or 

the user icon in the top right-hand corner. 

Figure 10) For the athlete to be able to look at his measurement, he has to start by logging onto 

his account. The athlete logs in by using his email address and password. In case of a forgotten 

password, the athlete can request assistance. However, if the athlete does not already have 

access to the website, he clicks on the DataWell logo under “Nýskráning” where he is 

transferred to another page. 

Figure 11) To create an account for the website, the person must fill out all the necessary 

personal information asked by the page. If the person has not filled in the necessary 

information, he will receive an error message about what is missing. If the person has, however, 

filled out everything, then a new account is created on-site after the person has clicked on "Búa 

til aðgang". 
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Figure 12: Athletes homepage    

                                                                                                      Figure 13: Additional information about an exercise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12) After an athlete signs himself in, he is reverted to his homepage. On the athlete's 

homepage, he will find his necessary information about himself next to his cover photo. It is 

possible to edit this information by clicking on the “Breyta upplýsingum” button. On the 

athlete's homepage, the most commonly used measurements are shown, including the duration 

of the athlete's sleep routines as well as his exercises that week. All the information shown on 

the athlete's front page comes from the Withings watches. The athletes also have the option to 

stop sharing their information with their coach. On all of the athletes' sites, an information bar 

Figure 14: Change personal information 
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is available where it is possible to click on “physical performance”, “mental health,” and more 

information about the athlete's “sleep habits”. Additionally, there is a user icon that can be used 

if the athlete would like to return to their homepage in the left top corner. 

Figure 13) It is possible to click on individual exercises from the information bar that shows 

the week's workout. A pop-up window appears with the details of each exercise. There one can 

see, among other things, the heart rate and intensity of the exercises. This data also comes from 

the Withings watch. 

Figure 14) When clicked on “Breyta upplýsingum”, it will take the athlete to another page, 

where it is possible to update or delete the information which is already stored in the system. 

If everything went as desired, the athlete would be notified that the operation worked. The 

athlete can also cancel the changes but is then redirected to his home page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Overview page for athlete’s physical measurements        

 

 Figure 16: Overview page for athlete's sleep patterns 

 

Figure 15) If the user clicks on “Líkamlegur árangur” in the information bar, it will take them 

to a summary page that displays measurements on a physical scale. There physical 

measurements are presented from all types of tests. To view the results graphically, one can 

choose the measurements on the right-hand side of the table, which the athlete wishes to see 
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more detailed. Additionally, a comparison can be seen between the athlete, the team, and his 

age group for specific measurements. On the bottom of the page, the athlete can see his weight 

and body fat percentage (BFP) graphically over the period they desire. 

Figure 16) When clicked on the “Svefn” button in the information bar, it will take the person 

to a page that shows more detail about their sleep. The duration of the night's sleep as well as 

when the athlete went to sleep and woke up. The data is represented in a line graph over a 

certain period, as well as seeing more detailed information about the athletes last night's sleep. 

 

 

Figure 17: Overview pages for an athlete's mental well-being 

Figure 17) In the figure above, there are 3 wireframes which all are connected with an athlete’s 

mental well-being. When clicked is on the button “Andleg líðan” in the information bar, the 

athletes are taken to a new page that displays measurements from the anxiety tests. Anxiety is 

one of the main measurements of one's mental well-being, thus quite vital. The athlete is asked 

to answer questions about anxiety once a week. When the athlete has finished answering the 

questions, a countdown pops up that shows the days and hours until the survey can be answered 

again. When the survey is completed, the athlete is notified as can be seen above. 
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Wireframes for coaches with explanations 

 

Figure 18: Coaches homepage - No team registered         

     Figure 19: Coaches homepage - Team registered 

 

 

Figure 20: Coaches homepage - Add a team 

 

Figure 18) On the coach's home page, you can find the coach's personal information next to his 

cover photo. The coach can edit his information by clicking on the “Breyta upplýsingum” 

button. On every page, you can see an information bar where the coach can choose to click on 

measurements, questionnaires, and exercises. There is also a user icon that the coach can click 

on to return to the homepage. It is also possible for the coach to add a team that he coaches by 

clicking the “Bæta við liði” button.  
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Figue 19) If a coach has already registered his team, they will also appear on the coach’s home 

page. In order to see more information about the team, the coach can click on the team.  

Figure 20) When clicking on the button “Bæta við liði”, a pop-up window appears where the 

coach can enter all the basic information about the team and its players. To add players to the 

team, the coach enters the players email address. If the coach has not filled in the information 

needed, he will receive an error message stating something is missing. If everything was filled 

out correctly, a new team will be created and a request to the players email will be sent when 

the coach has clicked on the button “Senda beiðni á alla”.  

 

Figure 21: Coach’s page - overview page for team chosen 

        Figure 22: Coach's page - athlete's comparison 

Figure 21) When a coach chooses a team from his homepage, he is redirected to an overview 

page, which shows more details about the team. A list of the players is displayed alongside a 

picture of them where the coach can click any player and see their details. If needed, the coach 

can add a secondary coach as well as other players. The coach can select specific players by 

ticking the checkbox to see their measurements in comparison. To the side of the list of players, 

the main averages of the team are presented in a spider-chart. Below the spider-chart, the 

mental well-being measurements are shown. If the coach wished to see more information about 

the team’s physical measurements, he clicks the “Sjá nánar” button. 
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Figure 22) When comparing players, line graphs appear from the results of selected physical 

measurements that the coach wishes to see. It is possible to add and or select other players to 

compare together. 

 

Figure 23: Coach's page - Overview page for measurements 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Coach's page - Team’s physical measurements 

Figure 23) When clicked is on the button “Mælingar” in the information bar, it is possible to 

view and add measurements. When clicked is on either view or add measurements, a pop-up 

window appears with the choices of the teams that the coach trains. After choosing the team, 

the coach is taken to the page in which the coach selected.  

Figure 24) There are two ways to view physical measurements for a team, either going through 

“Mælingar” in the information bar or going through “Sjá nánar” on the overview page of the 

selected team. 
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Figure 25: Coach's page - Add measurements for a team 

Figure 25) To add physical measurements, the coach has to choose both the exercise and the 

person for which the measurements are meant for. Players are selected by ticking in the 

checkboxes from the list of names. After clicking the button "Setja inn mælingar",  the coach 

will be taken to another page where the date is chosen, and the measurements put in for each 

player. If the coach added the measurements correctly, he will be notified that the 

measurements have been entered into the system after he clicks on the button “Staðfesta”. 

 

Figure 26: Coach's page - Overview page for exercises 
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Figure 27: Coach's page - Add exercise type and exercises of that type 

Figure 26) When clicked is on the “Æfingar” button in the information bar, all types of 

exercises are listed that are in the system. When a particular type of exercise is selected, the 

exercises that are connected to the exercise type are shown below. If the exercise type and 

exercise are not in the system, they can be added with the button “Bæta við æfingu” as can be 

seen on figure 27. 

4.2.2 The results from phase 3: Prototype evaluations 

 

Prototype interviews play a significant role in the development process as that is where faults 

and flaws appear that were otherwise ambiguous as well as if the flow of the website's 

operations are clear enough. The interviews are also a great way to gain a better insight into 

how the real user will benefit from the system, and this often varies from what the researchers 

had envisioned. This section will discuss the preparation and conduction of the interviews and 

analyse its participants. In addition, the interviews will be evaluated in order to utilise the result 

to present improvements to the system. 

 

Participants 

In total, there were eight thinking out loud interviewees that had not been involved in the 

project before in any way. The reason for having new participants was to get a new view on 

the project and, thus, individuals who had not formed any opinion on the project. Similarly, to 

the user interviews, participants were divided into two user groups, coaches, and athletes. Each 

user group had an equal number of participants. The athlete group consisted of three males and 

one female, while the coaches were four males. The athletes all had in common that they 
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practiced some sport, whether it was an individual or team sport. All of the athletes had a great 

experience in their sport and thus were right users to test the prototype. The athletes that 

participated in the prototype interviews practiced the following sports: basketball, football, 

athletics, and sailing.   

 

All of the coaches were from various age groups as well as varying experience in their field, 

but even so, they knew precisely what data is best for them to maximise their player’s 

performance. A decision was made by the researchers that after the user interviews to focus 

more on coaches that train team sports. This was solely prepared because the results from the 

user interviews showed that the website was more intended for coaches. The coaches for the 

prototype interviews were training athletes in the following sports: metcon group training, 

handball, basketball, and finally, one who was a strength trainer for the national team in 

football. 

 

Analysis of the prototype interviews 

To analyse the results from the prototype interviews, the researchers decided to set up a table 

that contained the essential information from the interviews. Recordings from the interviews 

were listened to again, and the points that had not been pointed down were added. The tables 

were divided according to the interviews; athletes and coaches. The table has information from 

the interview, such as the interviewees' main comments, what the interviewee found that lacked 

on the website and what they found positive about the website. In addition, all the problems 

that the interviewee encountered in the thinking-out-loud process from the tasks that the 

researchers gave them. Pseudo-names were created for each interviewee to maintain their 

anonymity. To further analyse the problem, the researchers decided that it would be adequate 

to list all the problems that the interviewees had in one table. In the table, they would be 

arranged according to their severity. This way, researchers could analyse the problems and 

decide what needed to be improved when implementing the functionality of the website. In 

general, the interviewees all succeeded in solving the tasks that the researchers set up for them. 

The table below shows all the problems from the interviewees and their severity level. 
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Table 1: Coaches prototype analysis 

Interviewee Björn Jónas Magnús Benedikt 

Interviewer Rökkvi and 

Dagrún 

Berglind and Thelma Berglind and Thelma Rökkvi and Linda 

Location World Class 

Laugar 

Reykjavik University HSÍ (Handball 

association of Iceland) 

Reykjavik University 

Tasks All the tasks for 

the coaches but 

shown the athlete 

side of the 

website 

All the tasks for the 

coaches but shown 

the athlete side of the 

website 

All the tasks for the 

coaches but shown the 

athlete side of the 

website 

All the tasks for the 

coaches but shown 

the athlete side of the 

website 

Background 

information 
Age: 38 years 
old 

Occupation: 
Sports specialist 

and fitness coach 

Coach or 

athlete: Coach 

Computer 

knowledge: 

Good 

Age: 32 years old 
Occupation: Fitness 

coach for national 

team and 

physiotherapist 

Coach or athlete: 

Coach 

Computer 

knowledge: 

Average 

Age: 42 years old 
Occupation: Handball 

coach and head coach 

for HSÍ 

Coach or athlete: Coach 

Computer knowledge: 

Good 

Age: 21 years old 
Occupation:  

Student (University) 

Coach or athlete: 

Coach (Basketball) 

Computer 

knowledge: Average 

Problems Interviewee 

experienced 

difficulty when 

asked to add an 

exercise to a 

specific type. 

The interviewee 

found it quite difficult 

to find information 

regarding the 

exercises. 

Interviewee experienced 

difficulty when asked to 

add an exercise to a 

specific type. 

The interviewee had 

no problems using 

the prototype. 

Comments There has to be 

more consistency 

with the exercise 

page and the rest 

of the website. 

The interviewee 

wanted the exercise 

page to be more 

decisive and clearer. 

He also described his 

idea that each athlete 

should be able to see 

all the information 

regarding themselves, 

for example if an 

athlete is playing for 

more than one team.  

The interviewee 

expressed concerns that 

if an athlete was 

registered to two teams 

then that athlete should 

be able to see all his 

measurements from both 

teams. He also talked 

about possibly being 

able to compare together 

two athletes from two 

different teams. 

The interviewee had 

a question about if 

the coach would 

delete a certain 

exercise and then add 

it sometime later, 

would the past 

measurements 

connect to the 

new/same exercise.  
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Table 2: Athletes prototype analysis 

Interviewee Aron Halldór Þórður Jónína 

Interviewer Rökkvi og 

Linda 
Berglind and 

Thelma 
Rökkvi and Linda Rökkvi and Linda 

Location Reykjavik 

University 
Reykjavik 

University 
Reykjavik University Reykjavik 

University 

Tasks All the tasks 

for the athletes 

but shown the 

coach side of 

the website 

All the tasks for 

the athletes 
All the tasks for the athletes All the tasks for the 

athletes 

Background 

information 
Age: 21 years 

old 
Occupation: 

Student 

(University) 
Coach or 

athlete: 

Athlete 

(Basketball) 
Computer 

knowledge: 

Average  

Age: 20 years 

old 
Occupation: 

Student (High 

school) 
Coach or 

athlete: Athlete 

(Sailing) 
Computer 

knowledge: 

Good  

Age: 22 years old 
Occupation: Student 

(University) 
Coach or athlete: Athlete 

(Athletics) 
Computer knowledge: Very 

good 

Age: 26 years old 
Occupation: Student 

(University)  
Coach or athlete: 

Athlete (Football) 
Computer 

knowledge: Average 

Severe 

Problems 
The 

interviewee 

found it 

difficult to find 

information 

about a certain 

exercise he did 

in the past 

week.   

The interviewee 

found it quite 

difficult to find 

information 

regarding his 

personal 

physical 

measurements.  

The interviewee had no 

problems using the prototype. 
The interviewee had 

no problems using 

the prototype. 

Comments The 

interviewee 

found the 

prototypes 
pretty nice. 

The interviewee 

wanted to have 

information 

about their 
physical 

measurements 

under “Mínar 

síður”. 

The interviewee found the 

location of the “don’t share with 

coach” not good and 

recommended having it 
somewhere that would be 

difficult to accidently check the 

box. He also mentioned that 

heart rate shouldn’t be in bar 

charts but in line charts. Another 

good point is that when it comes 

to the smiley faces in mental 

health then explain the smiley 

faces (green - you are in a good 

place, red - go seek help). 

The interviewee 

asked about what 

access assistant 

coaches and strength 
coaches have. 
Also, that 

“Æfingavikan mín” 

should be under 

physical training like 

the sleep is.    
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  Table 3: Problems that arose from the prototype interviews 

Nr. User Severity Problem 

1 Athlete 1 
The interviewee found it difficult to find information 

about a certain exercise he did in the past week.  

2 Athlete 1 

The interviewee found it quite difficult to find 

information regarding his personal physical 

measurements. 

3 Coach 1 
Interviewee experienced difficulty when asked to add 

an exercise to a specific type. 

4 Coach 1 
The interviewee found it quite difficult to find 

information regarding the exercises. 

5 Coach 1 More consistency regarding the “exercise” page. 

6 Athlete  2 The colour of the logo is quite medical. 

7 Athlete 2 The website is missing some colour. 

8 Athlete 2 
The athlete wanted more consistency in the athlete’s 

pages 

9 Coach 2 Name of the website isn't descriptive enough. 

10 Coach 2 Add a key icon when the user is not logged in. 

 

Improvements 

It is important for the researchers to consider the problems that arose from the prototype 

evaluations, in order to maximise the user experience. The researchers, therefore, will 

implement solutions to the most severe problems.  

 

1. The interviewee found it difficult to find information about a certain exercise he did in the 

past week  

The researchers’ only solution to this problem was to also display “´Æfingavikan mín” to the 

page “Líkamlegur árangur”. “Æfingavikan mín” is mainly displayed on the athlete’s front page 

but by adding it to “Líkamlegur árangur” the athlete can see all their physical measurements 

on the page.  
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2. The interviewee found it quite difficult to find information regarding his personal physical 

measurements 

When it came to resolve the issue, the researchers had two ideas. One idea was to add “minn” 

to “Líkamlegur árangur” therefore identifying its belonging. The other idea was to move 

“Líkamlegur árangur” next to the user icon in the information bar. The second idea was chosen 

as the researchers found it a bit too overwhelming to add “minn” to all the options in the 

information bar. 

 

3. Interviewee experienced difficulty when asked to add an exercise to a specific type 

Researchers decided that when it came to be adding an exercise to a specific type it would be 

most efficient to take out “Bæta við tegund æfingar'' when the user had already clicked on the 

exercise. However, “Bæta við æfingu” would move up to the same place as where “Bæta við 

tegund æfingar” was.  Researchers must remember to keep the icon the same otherwise it could 

confuse the user. 

 

4. The interviewee found it quite difficult to find information regarding the exercises 

In order to fix the problem that the user experienced, the researchers have decided to add a 

button called “Sjá nánar”. The button would be added next to the chart “Æfingavikan mín” that 

shows the exercises for the week. The button would take the user to a page with more detailed 

information about the exercises during that week. In doing so, the researchers believe that it 

would become clearer to the user where to find more information regarding the exercises.  

 

5. More consistency regarding the “exercise” page 

This will be resolved by rethinking the look of the exercise page and try to have as much 

consistency as possible with the rest of the pages. The researchers aim to have similar buttons 

and a similar format as to the other pages. This way, the user will feel more comfortable using 

the exercise page and experience more consistency. 
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4.2.3 The results from phase 3:  SUS (System Usability Scale) 

 

Decided was upon SUS (System Usability Scale) to analyse the user experience and how user-

friendly the prototypes were. When the interviewees had completed the tasks that the 

researchers assigned them, they were asked ten questions regarding usability and six questions 

concerning user experience (see Appendix 8.4). Here below, the graphs are split into athletes 

and coaches that represent the results from the usability and user experience questions. 

 

Results 

The pie-charts below show the results with data labels representing both the percentage of 

answers per question and how many overall answers were given. The colours in the pie-chart 

symbolise each answer. 

 

The numbers below in the figure represent: 

1 – Strongly disagree 

2 – Slightly disagree 

3 – Neutral 

4  – Slightly agree 

5 – Strongly agree 
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Figure 28: Athletes’ usability 

It was fascinating to see the results from the athlete’s usability answers, where all of the athletes 

seemed to agree when it came to questions 1,8,9. Researchers found this positive as none of 

the athletes found the prototypes awkward in use and would use the website often. However, 

when question 3 was asked, not all the athletes agreed on the complication of the prototypes, 

where one answered no-comment. All athletes seemed to come to a similar solution when 

question 7 was asked, which the researchers found positive. Question 10 showed that the 

athletes interpreted the question differently. For example, one athlete understood the question 

as being related to whether an individual was not an athlete. He, therefore, stated that people 

who knew little about the exercises might need to learn more information regarding sports. 
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Figure 29: Coaches’ usability 

 

Similarly, to the athletes, all the coaches agreed on questions 1,8, and 9. As for question 6, two 

coaches answered neutral while the other disagreed with the statement. The coaches that 

answered neutral mentioned consistency regarding the exercise page, and therefore one of the 

severe problems arose, as can be seen in figure 29. The other questions answered by the coaches 

were as the researchers expected. 
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Figure 30: Athletes’ user experience 

 

From the athletes’ user experience, question 2 presented that the prototypes were efficient. 

Besides, most of the athletes agreed upon the prototype wireframes being interesting and non-

complicated, which the researchers found beneficial. On the other hand, one fault that appeared 

from the results was that one athlete answered in question 4 that he found the wireframes 

disturbing. This was because he preferred more colours on the pages. Researchers considered 

the point and will unquestionably fix the colour coordination. 
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Figure 31: Coaches’ user experience 

 

As figure 31 shows, all the coaches found the prototype wireframes very interesting as they 

were all intrigued in the project. Questions 1,3 and 6 all presented that the prototype was a non-

complicated, clear, and leading-edge. Question 4, on the other hand, showed that one coach 

answered no-comment as he did not care whether the prototype was boring or not because he 

would always use the website. 
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4.2.4 The results from phase 4: The front-end development 

 

For some of the front-end development, the figures show a happy path. A happy path is the 

path in which the researchers designed in as few steps as possible for the best efficiency of 

the website (Marta Kristín Lárusdóttir, 2020).  

 

         

Figure 32: DataWell's front page 

 

On DataWell’s front page, as can be seen in figure 32, there are various options for a user that 

has not yet created an account. The user has the option of clicking on the pages “Teymið,” that 

page has little information about the researchers’ team. “Skilmálar,” which explains what the 

user is consenting too when creating an account with DataWell and lastly, “Um verkefnið,” 

that explains a little about what DataWell is and is purpose. In addition, the researchers found 

that it was the best resort of simplicity to have the sign-in and sign-up options on the front page. 
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Figure 33: Happy Path - Sign-up process 

As can be seen in figure 33, a happy path was constructed in order to follow the steps in signing 

up for DataWell. The user has three places he can click on when we would like to sign-up, one 

be clicking on DataWell and another by clicking on “hér”, and lastly, by clicking on the user 

icon in the nav bar. When the user clicks on either two, he is taken to the sign-up page, where 

he fills in the information needed. If the user forgets to fill something in, an error message 

appears by the field where the user forgot to fill in. In addition, the user will get a message if 

the sign-up has been successful. 
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Athlete’s pages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34: Athletes homepage 

 

Figure 34 above shows the athlete's homepage. At the top of the page, the picture of the athlete 

is displayed alongside the details about them. Below the information about the athlete, there is 

information from the Withings watches about the athlete’s previous week regarding heart rate, 

daily exercises, and sleep. Additionally, in “Æfingavikan mín”, the user has the possibility of 

choosing “Sjá nánar” as can be seen in figure 35. 
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Figure 35: Happy path for "Sjá nánar" function on the athlete’s front page 

On figure 35, there are two different athlete pages shown. They present a happy path that 

presents the functionality of when “Sjá nánar” on the athlete's front page is clicked on. When 

the “Sjá nánar” button is clicked on, the user is taken to a new page where the details about 

heart rate and other information about the exercises are displayed. 
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Figure 36: The athletes physical measurements page 

 

Figure 36 represents one of the athlete’s pages. This time the physical measurement page. This 

page can be accessed either through the nav bar or clicking on the icons under the athlete’s 

name. As can be seen, “Mælingarnar mínar” is the athlete’s measurements that have been 

recorded and stored in the database. “Samanburður við liðið” shows the athletes mean 

measurement in a particular measurement in comparison with the team’s mean. In this case, 

the orange bar is the team’s mean, and the athlete’s mean is the light brown bar. Lastly, if the 

athlete owns a Withings scale, their “Þyngd” and “Fituprósenta” will be displayed on the charts. 
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Figure 37: Athletes sleep page 

 

On figure 37, the athlete's sleep page is shown. At the top of the page, is the athlete’s picture 

alongside the icons which are clickable and will redirect the user to other pages. In all the 

fieldsets below, the information is taken from the Withings watch, firstly “Hversu lengi svaf 

ég í vikunni?” shows the time the user slept in the last week. In the fieldset below, “Hvenær 

fór ég að sofa?” presents the user with the times that the athlete went to sleep. Lastly, “Hvernig 

svaf ég í nótt?” shows various information taken from the Withings watch. That information 
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includes deep sleep and light sleep, the heart rate of the athlete during their sleep time, and 

more. 

 

         

Figure 38: Happy path on the athlete’s mental well-being page for anxiety scale questionnaire 

In the figure above a happy path is shown through the process of answering the anxiety scale 

questions presented to the users. When the user has not answered any anxiety scale questions, 

they will not see any type of smiley face in “Hvernig líður mér í dag”. However, when the user 

has started the questionnaire, depending on their answered the smiley face changes.  
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Coaches pages 

 

Figure 39: Happy path for "Add team" option 

Figure 39 shows the happy path of the add team function. Whenever a coach needs to add a 

new team to his list, he can either access that function through the navbar by clicking “Liðin 

mín” or by clicking “Bæta við liði” on the front page. When creating a new team, the user is 

asked to fill out the name of the team, upload a photo, choose how many assistant coaches and 

team players he needs in his team. To add assistant coaches and team players, he needs to fill 

out the email of those individuals. Finally, the user clicks “Stofna lið,” and the users get a 

notification that a new team has been created. 

 

 

Figure 40: Happy path for "Add measurements" function 
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To add a new measurement after a team’s measurement practice, the user has the option to 

click “Mælingar” from the nav bar, as can be seen on figure 40. Next, the user clicks the “Bæta 

við mælingum” button and fills out the date and type of the measurement and lastly how many 

team players attended. He then clicks the “Bæta við mælingum” button at the bottom and a 

table with the number of players he chose pops up. Lastly, he fills out the table and clicks 

“Vista mælingar”. The user is then notified that a new measurement has successfully been 

added to the database. 

 

 

       

Figure 41: Happy path for a coach to look at one specific athlete in the team 

In order for the coach to see the measurements for one athlete in his team, there is a path to 

how to get there, as can be seen on figure 41. In the nav bar, the user has the option to choose 

“Liðin mín” , under “Liðin mín” the user sees the teams he is coaching. When the user clicks 

on the team he is taken to a page which contains all the athletes in his team and the mean from 

their measurements. In addition, the user would see information about “Andleg líðan” and 

“Svefn” but because the athletes in the list don’t have information containing the two, the charts 

are empty and thus not visible. The user then clicks on the athlete he wants to look at and their 

page opens up, there the user/coach can look at the athlete’s information.  
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Figure 42: Happy path for "Add new main type of exercise" function 

 

On figure 42 there is a happy path to add new type of exercise. To add a new main type of 

exercise the user can click “Æfingar” from the nav bar. The user has the option to click on 

“Bæta við tegund æfingar”. Next the user fills out the form by typing name of the main exercise 

– the user can the chose if he wants to add sub exercises. If the user choses to add a sub exercise 

he can pick how many and then fill out the name of them. Lastly, the user clicks the “Staðfesta” 

button to save the exercise. The user is then notified that a new main exercise and sub exercises 

have been created successfully.  
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4.3 Testing 
 

It is of high importance to perform testing when it comes to software design as it becomes quite 

easy for the programmers to oversee and overlook some functionalities that could be vital when 

it comes to the flow and user experience. Therefore, the following chapter includes heuristic 

evaluations, results from the user testing, and SUS are presented. 

 

4.3.1 Heuristic Evaluation  

 

After all the A requirements had been completed, the researchers decided on heuristic 

evaluation. This way, the researchers could see whether there were any problems with the 

website before performing the user tests. A heuristic evaluation finds if there any usability 

problems regarding the website as some essential problems may be missed without this 

evaluation (Marta Kristín Lárusdóttir, 2020). Even though experts are exceedingly good in 

their field, there is a possibility that they overlook some trivial problems. Therefore, it is vital 

not only to perform a heuristic evaluation in combination to other evaluations as well (ibid). 

 

Participants 

Here below the table represents information about the expert’s background. 

Table 4: Expert's background information 

 Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 4 Expert 5 

Age 23 years old 24 years old 23 years old 23 years old 26 years old 

Gender Female Female Male Female Female 

Computer 

knowledge 

Above 

average 

Above 

average 

Above 

average 

Above 

average 

Above 

average 

Work/School/ 

Both 
Student Student Student Student Student 

 

After the evaluation the experts came together and discussed the various user problems found 

in the system. Each expert had many similar problems, therefore, the experts decided that these 
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problems would be arranged in one table visualising all the problems together. In addition to 

that, the severity of the problems was evaluated. 

 

Results 

Here below are the problems that each and every expert experienced when evaluating the 

system. After the evaluations, the experts debated how the problem would influence the user 

and the severity was rated in the following manner: 

 

Major severity: will lead to that the user will stop and cannot proceed. 

 

Medium severity: will affect the user and delays his possibility of 

completing a specific task. Can lead to that the user will become 

annoyed.  

 

Minor severity: will not have too much influence on the user. Can lead 

to that the user is halted for a short amount of time but does not delay 

them in completing a specific task. 

 

Combined list of potential user problems 

 

Here below is a table that shows the potential user problems that the experts found and saw in 

their evaluation. The results show that the experts determined that there were no major severity 

problems although there were a couple medium and a lot of minor severity problems.  

Table 5: Combined list of potential user problems 

Severity Nr. Description of user problems 
Instructions that led 

to those problems 

being found  

Number of 

experts 

Medium 

severity 

1 
The user might find the “Sjá nánar” 

button hidden and located in the wrong 

place. 

Recognition rather than 

recall 
4 

2 
The user might find it difficult to find 

the average heart rate. 
Recognition rather than 

recall 
2 

3 
The user might find it confusing that 

the heart rate icon would lead to the 

mental well-being page. 

Recognition rather than 

recall 
5 
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4 
The user might find it disturbing that 

the footer is not responsive. 
Flexibility and 

efficiency of use 
2 

5 
The user might find it difficult to find 

where to “Bæta við liði”. 
Recognition rather than 

recall 
3 

6 
The user would find the path to the 

sign-up page not clear. 
Recognition rather than 

recall 
4 

Minor 

severity 

7 
The user might find it uncomfortable to 

not have the repeated password hidden. 
Flexibility and 

efficiency of use 
2 

8 
Drop down does not include value 

selected in windows. 
Flexibility and 

efficiency of use 
1 

9 
Format in the alert window. The user 

might find it not descriptive enough. 
Consistency and 

standards 
4 

10 
The user might find that there is no 

consistency between the buttons on the 

log-in page and the sign-up page. 

Consistency and 

standards 
4 

11 
Fix the styles and format on the Terms 

& Condition page.  
Consistency and 

standards 
3 

12 
The user might find it uncomfortable 

that  the “Breyta upplýsingum” button 

is not in line with the table above. 

Consistency and 

standards 
1 

13 
The user might find it annoying that 

there is an extra button where they 

sign-in. 

Aesthetic and 

minimalist design 
2 

14 
The user might find the text in the 

tooltips too squished together. 
Consistency and 

standards 
3 

15 
The user might find it confusing that in 

some places you can download the 

charts and others not.  

Aesthetic and 

minimalist design 
1 

16 
Consistency between headers, style and 

format throughout the coach’s pages. 
Consistency and 

standards 
4 

17 
The user might find that there is too 

much excess space in the “Meðaltöl 

liðsins”. 

Consistency and 

standards 
1 

18 
The user might find it annoying that the 

radio buttons and checkboxes are not in 

line. 

Consistency and 

standards 
4 
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Improvements on the system 

 

When the user problems were all placed together in one table, the researchers noticed that some 

changes needed to be made. The researchers therefore decided to improve some of the user 

problems in order to prevent those problems and develop an increased user experience. The 

researchers resolved the medium severity problems first as they found them more important 

than the minor severity problems.  

 

The first medium severity problem was “The user might find the “Sjá nánar” button hidden 

and located in the wrong places”. The researchers agreed that the “Sjá nánar” button would be 

located under the chart instead of on top of the chart, by doing so it would be more visible to 

the user. The second medium severity problem that the researchers worked on was “The user 

might find it difficult to find the average heart rate”. By adding a heart rate icon on the page 

and locating the heart rate charts at the top of the athlete’s front page, its visibility and 

accessibility became clear. The third medium severity problem was that “The user might find 

it confusing that the heart rate icon would lead to the mental well-being page”. This problem 

was resolved by fixing the path that the icon was connecting to. The fourth problem was “The 

user might find it disturbing that the footer is not responsive”, this was fixed by decreasing the 

size of the footer as beforehand the footer turned out to be too sizeable. The fifth severity 

problem was that “The user might find it difficult to find where to “Bæta við liði”. As this was 

an important function in the coaches pages it was clear that this needed to be resolved by adding 

that button under “Liðin mín” in the nav bar as well as locating the button on the coach’s front 

page in a more visible place. The last medium severity problem was that “The user would find 

the path to the sign-up page not clear”. Since the only way to access the sign-up page was 

through clicking on the DataWell logo, a decision was made to add “Nýskráning” option when 

the user would click on the user icon in the right-hand corner of the websites front page. The 

rest of the severity problems were minor problems that the researchers worked on to improve 

the look and the functionality of the website.  
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4.3.2 The results from phase 5: User Testing 

 

 

User testing plays a large role when it comes to the finishing touches of the website’s operation 

and flow. With the user testing interviews the researchers gain a better insight on how the 

system works. This section discusses therefore, the preparation and conduction of the 

interviews and participants analysis. Lastly the interviews will be evaluated, and possible minor 

improvements will be stated and fixed.  

 

Participants 

In total, there were eleven thinking out loud interviewees that had not been involved in the 

project in any way. The reason for new participants was both to get a new view on the project 

but also because of complex situation in the society regarding Covid-19. Similarly, to the other 

interviews conducted, participants were divided into two user groups, coaches and athletes. 

The athlete group was made up of three females and two males whilst the coaches group 

consisted of two females and four males. The athletes all had in common that they had at some 

time practiced some type of sport, either individual or group. In addition, all the coaches were 

from various age groups and had at some point either practiced a sport or coached some sport 

even though they are not practicing that sport today.  

 

Analysis of the user testing interviews  

To analyse the results from the user testing interviews, the researchers decided to set up a table 

that contained the essential information from the interviews. The tables were divided according 

to the interviews; athletes and coaches. The table has information from the interview, such as 

the interviewees' main comments, what the interviewee found that lacked on the website and 

what they found positive about the website. In addition, all the problems that the interviewee 

encountered in the thinking-out-loud process from the tasks that the researchers gave them. 

Pseudo-names were created for each interviewee to maintain their anonymity. To further 

analyse the problem, the researchers decided that it would be adequate to list all the problems 

that the interviewees had in one table. In general, the interviewees all succeeded in solving the 

tasks that the researchers set up for them.  
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Table 6: Results from the user testing interviews - Athletes 

Interviewee Ómar Steinunn Guðný Lilja Sigríður  

Interviewer Linda Dagrún Berglind Thelma Rut Rökkvi 

Location At the 

interviewees 

home 

At the 

interviewees 

home 

At the 

interviewees 

home 

At the 

interviewees 

home 

At the interviewees 

home 

Tasks All the tasks 

for the 

athletes 

All the tasks for 

the athletes 
All the tasks for 

the athletes 
All the tasks 

for the athletes 
All the tasks for the 

athletes 

Background 

information 
Age: 32 

years old 
Coach or 

athlete: 

Athlete 
Computer 

knowledge:  
Very good 

Age: 15 years 

old 
Coach or 

athlete: Athlete 
Computer 

knowledge: 

Average  

Age: 23 years 

old 
Coach or 

athlete: Athlete 
Computer 

knowledge:  
Good 

Age: 24 years 

old 
Coach or 

athlete: 

Athlete 
Computer 

knowledge: 

Very Good 

Age: 24 years old 
Coach or 

athlete: Athlete 
Computer 

knowledge: Good  

Problems Did not 

encounter 

any serious 

problems. 

Went first on 

“Líkamlegur 

árangur” when 

she was 

supposed to 

look for the 

overview 

exercises of the 

week. 

Otherwise, she 

had no 

problems 

completing the 

tasks. 

The interviewee 

found it 

difficult to find 

the athletes 

weight and 

expressed that it 

would be clever 

to take weight 

and body fat 

percentage and 

place it on 

another page 

with their 

personal details. 

The interviewee 

had difficulties 

finding the 

anxiety scale 

questions 

because the 

interviewee 

kept reading the 

title instead of 

the content. 

Did not 

encounter any 

serious 

problems. 

Did not encounter 

any serious 

problems. 

Comments No 

comment. 
It would be 

adequate to 

minimise the 

table and the 

profile picture 

on the athlete’s 

homepage.  

She also talked 

about how she 

did not realise 

that the icons 

on each athlete 

page were in 

fact buttons. 

She pointed 

out that it 

would be 

clever to have 

“Contact us” 

somewhere on 

the website. 

She expressed that 

she found the icons 

a bit too big and 

aggressive. In 

addition, she 

mentioned that it 

would be efficient 
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Additionally, 

she pointed out 

that in “Um 

verkefnið” that 

the text was too 

squished and 

would be 

clearer to split 

up the text into 

paragraphs. 

She also 

insisted that it 

would be 

clearer for her 

to have when 

she went to 

sleep at the top 

of the sleep 

page.  “Front 

page is rather 

boring, add 

some images.” 

to have a “Practice 

week” in the nav 

bar where she could 

click that to see 

more information 

about the exercises 

and practices that 

week. It would also 

be nice to see 

information about 

each and every 

practice. 

 

 

Table 7: Results from the user testing interviews - Coaches 

Interviewee Kári Tómas Sigmundur Anna 

Interviewer Linda Dagrún Rökkvi Thelma Rut 

Location At the 

interviewees 

home 

At the 

interviewees 

home 

At the interviewees 

home 
At the interviewees 

home 

Tasks All the tasks for 

the coaches  
All the tasks for 

the coaches  
All the tasks for the 

coaches  
All the tasks for the 

coaches  

Background 

information 
Age: 23 years old  
Coach or 

athlete: Coach 
Computer 

knowledge: Very 

good 

Age: 24 years old 
Coach or athlete: 

Coach  
Computer 

knowledge: Good   

Age: 46 years old 
Coach or 

athlete: Coach 
Computer knowledge: 

Good  

Age: 23 years old 
Coach or athlete: 

Coach 
Computer 

knowledge: 

Average 

Problems Did not encounter 

any serious 

problems. 

Did not encounter 

any serious 

problems. 

Did not encounter any 

serious problems. 
Did not encounter 

any serious 

problems. 

Comments No comment. The interviewee 

said that it would 

be more 

professional to 

take out the “:D” 

in the alert 

windows, as well 

as change “Local 

host says”. 
Also, on the front 

page when you 
are about to log-in 

and sign-up there 

He said that he finds 

that “Æfingar” should 

be under “Mælingar” so 

when you open 

“Mælingar” in the 

navbar you get the 

options “Skoða 

mælingar” “Bæta við 

mælingum” and “Bæta 

við nýrri tegund 

mælingar” and if you 
click the last one you 

can add “Tegund 

“The colour of the 

website is in my 

opinion very 

annoying, and very 

doctor-like.”  
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is no need for the 

scroll. Another 

point that was 

mentioned was 

that the footer 

cannot really be 

seen. Would also 

look alot better if 

the nav bar would 

move alongside 

the scroll in each 

and every page.  

mælingar” and 

“Undiræfing” but if you 

click on “Æfingar” there 

should be a collection of 

the old practice plans 

“tímaseðlar” 
Also, I would like to be 

able to press on my 

photo in the navbar and 

the dropdown offers a 

link to the “home page”. 

 

 

Table 8: Results from the user testing interviews - Coaches 

Interviewee Hallbera Róbert 

Interviewer Rökkvi Berglind 

Location At the interviewees home At the interviewees home 

Tasks All the tasks for the coaches  All the tasks for the coaches  

Background 

information 
Age: 50 years old 
Coach or athlete: Coach 
Computer knowledge: Good 

Age: 26 years old 
Coach or athlete: Coach 
Computer knowledge:  
Average 

Problems Did not encounter any serious problems. The interviewee did not realise that 

when he was supposed to find the 

average physical measurements of the 

team he should click on “Liðin mín” but 

he insisted that it would be easier to 

have it connected to “Mælingar”. Also, 

the interviewee found the exercise page 

confusing and pointed out that he would 

rather choose the preferred type of 

exercise and not choose how many sub 

exercises in the same step.  

Comments The interviewee stated,  “I would like to 

see the position of  my players and their 

height and weight”. When “bæta við 

mælingum” I would like to add physical 

measurements there like the height and 

weight of my athletes. Also, the option 

to add a practice there, so if for example 

I’m doing “lyftingar” and I want to add 

one exercise in there I don’t have to go 

out of that window by adding the 
practice somewhere else then going 

back to “bæta við mælingar”. 

Instead of having the home page as it is, 

have sign-up and log-in right away with 

a catchy image. When signing up; the 

birthday column was not clear enough 

as the calendar did not pop up right 

away when the box was clicked on.  
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In order to address the problems, the researchers sat down and discussed how the problems that 

occurred could be resolved. They decided that all the problems that the users faced would be 

resolved in one way or another. Below is a list on how the researchers determined how to settle 

the problems.  

 

1. Went first on “Líkamlegur árangur” when she was supposed to look for the overview 

exercises of the week. 

For this problem, the researchers determined that this problem was not that large as every 

other user did not encounter it. Thus, the researchers decided that the overview of 

exercises of the week would stay where it is. 

 

2. Interviewee found it difficult to find athletes weight and body fat percentage. 

The researchers discussed this problem and came to the conclusion that because in other 

interviews the interviewees found this information less irrelevant. The weight and body fat 

percentage would remain in “Líkamlegar árangur”. 

 

3. The interviewee had difficulties finding the anxiety scale questions because the interviewee 

kept reading the title instead of the content. 

In order to resolve this problem, the researchers decided that it would be best to change the 

name from “Hamingjuskalinn minn” to “Hvernig mér líður í dag” and from “Hvernig líður 

mér í dag?” to “Kvíðakvarðakönnun” on the Andleg líðan page. 

 

4. The interviewee found it difficult to find the mean average of the researcher’s measurements. 

The researchers conflicted on this problem but came to the solution that in “Mælingar” 

when the user would click on “Skoða mælingar” he would be redirected to “Liðin mín”  

where he could look at the average measurements. 

 

In addition, the comments were taken into consideration and some changes were made in 

accordance to what the interviewees mentioned. 
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4.3.3 The results from phase 5: SUS (System Usability Scale) 

 

Decided was upon SUS (System Usability Scale) to analyse the user experience and how user-

friendly the website was. When the interviewees had completed the tasks that the researchers 

assigned them, they were asked ten questions regarding usability and six questions concerning 

user experience (see Appendix 8.5). Here below, the graphs are split into athletes and coaches 

that represent the results from the usability and user experience questions. 

 

Results 

The pie-charts below show the results with data labels representing both the percentage of 

answers per question and how many overall answers were given. The colours in the pie-chart 

symbolise each answer.  

 

The next two figures show the results for athletes and coaches’ usability: 

 

The numbers below in the figure represent: 

1 – Strongly disagree 

2 – Slightly disagree 

3 – Neutral 

4  – Slightly agree 

5 – Strongly agree 
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Figure 43: Athletes’ usability (Google Forms, 2020) 

It was fascinating to see the results from the athlete’s usability questions. Questions 4, 6, 8, and 

10 all show that all athletes agreed that they were disagreeable with the statements. Researchers 

found this extremely positive. Question 7 also presented that all the users agreed that the 

website is easy to learn, and users should be quick to learn all functionalities. Most people felt 

comfortable using the website, as can be seen from question 9. Also, question 3 presents that 

the website was pretty comfortable in use. 
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Figure 44: Coaches’ usability (Google Forms, 2020) 

 

From the figure above the researchers see the answers to question 2, that the website was not 

complicated in use, which pleased the researchers. Question 4 presents that all the users agreed 

that they would not need help with the website. All the answers from questions 1,3,5,7 and 9 

were all definite in the researchers’ opinion. Questions 1 and 5 show that the users would use 

the website frequently and found the website well integrated, which the researchers found was 

a plus. Question 10 shows that one user answered neutral in things they would need to learn 

before using the website. However, the majority answered they would not need to learn 

anything before using the website. 
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The next two figures display the user experience for both athletes and coaches: 

 

Figure 45: Athletes’ user experience (Google Forms, 2020) 

 

As can be seen in figure 45, question 1 and question 2 show that most of the users found the 

website easy in use and efficient. Question 4 shows that most of the users found the website 

exciting in use. It was interesting to see however that nearly 50% of the users answered neutral 

in question 6 about the website being leading edge. Additionally, the researchers were pleased 

to see that the website was interesting in use.  
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Figure 46: Coaches’  user experience (Google Forms, 2020) 

On figure 46, the coaches user experience is shown. Question 2 presented that the website was 

pretty efficient in use. Also, users found the website quite interesting which was positive to the 

researchers. On the other hand, in three of the question’s users aönswered neutral whilst the 

others found the website easy, exciting and quite leading edge. 
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5 Discussion  

In the last few years, the interest in monitoring measurements has risen, therefore becoming an 

essential determinant in an athlete's achievements. The primary purpose of this research is 

therefore, to investigate what a coach desires when it comes to athletes' measurements, along 

with what measurements an athlete is acquiescent to share with their coach. In contrast to the 

novel part of this study, most studies have either focused on coaches, or on the athlete but 

hardly ever both. Previous studies focus more on why a coach needs to see the measurements 

and how it makes their work less complicated (Davenport & Kim, 2013). Jackson & Roberts 

(2019) state that there is a connection between the coach’s intentions concerning athletes 

reaching success in their field and in line with that this research study will examine the coach’s 

intentions. The researchers accordingly aimed to examine whether psychological aspects were 

a vital determinant of the athlete’s physical career. If this is the case, we can conclude that 

psychological factors would be an imperative factor in front-end development and therefore 

can also conclude that if the psychological factor is not intact the physical factor will not be 

either. The researcher’s prognosticated that due to strict privacy laws that individuals would be 

further aware of sharing sensitive information in connection to mental well-being. In addition, 

we predicted in line with previous studies that coaches would prefer to see all the athlete’s 

physical measurements but not the psychological factors due to the excess work of tracking 

that type of information (Raglin, 2001).  

 

Interviews were decided because the researchers determined that it gave the most precise data 

in relation to personal interactions with interviewees. Due to intriguing information after 

analysing the results from the semi-structured interviews, researchers presumed that a survey 

would allow more in-depth quantitative results. Following the survey, the website's prototype 

was designed based on the interviews; therefore, becoming a user-centered design.  

 

After the interviews, it came to light that the focus of the project progressed and therefore the 

development phase would primarily be based on group sports and secondly on all sports. This 

was astonishing as researchers assumed that monitoring one’s physical and psychological data 

would be as significant for individual athletes as well as group athletes. Similarly, researchers 

grouped all coaches in one category. Nevertheless, based on the interviews, they determined 

that it would imply the most efficiency to split up coaches into team coaches and national team 

coaches. The rationalisation for this re-evaluation was due to remarkably diverse opinions and 
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functional requirements regarding both the athlete as well as sports data visualisation. Previous 

studies also underlined this as diverse opinions effect the precision in data visualisation (Perin 

et al., 2018). Additionally, national team coaches enforced a different emphasis on the website 

in addition to the required functionalities.  

 

The conclusions from both interviews and the survey reveal that athletes are willing to involve 

coaches in most aspects regarding themselves, thus both physical and psychological. These 

results were unexpected. However, as discussed in previous studies Jones (1995), Singer et al. 

(2001), and Parnabas (2015) our opinion was that psychological factors would have a negative 

effect on the athlete’s performance, therefore, driving the athletes to possibly share their 

information with their coaches rather that not to. It was interesting to see that athletes that 

viewed themselves as professionals (e.g. elite athletes, or athletes on a professional level) are 

more involved with their coaches. Therefore, eager to share all their information in order to 

retrieve the most significant results from the mentoring. When examining the results more 

closely, we noticed that from the survey, participants were less willing to share their sleep data 

rather than data regarding stress and anxiety. Not sharing sleep data came as a surprise to us 

because we thought that sleep patterns were less sensitive information than they seem to be. 

Due to this finding, we decided to include the option of choosing what type of data each athlete 

shares with their coach and not only include the option of sharing or not sharing everything. 

  

On the other hand, coaches determined sleep patterns to be exceedingly vital in regard to sports 

visualisation, as sleep seems to affect performance levels during both practices and 

competitions. When it comes to sports visualisation, the findings portrayed that athletes would 

expect basic charts and tables as the data is only for their own personal goals. However, coaches 

depend highly on the data and measurements from athletes; therefore, the data visualisation 

has to be more detailed and precise. This underlines what previous studies had shown as 

appropriate and accurate variables should be used in the visualisation (Saupe and Basole, 

2016). With this being said, with this type of precision, coaches manual work should be reduced 

and simplified by the introduction of a website software as a part of their daily work.  

  

An additional intriguing result was that the coaches mentioned that they would like to have a 

short but effective anxiety questionnaire in which the athlete could answer regularly. These 

results would, therefore, give the coach a better understanding of where the athlete stood 

mentally and could be used as support in the conversation between the athlete and the coach. 
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Additionally, the results from the interviews showed that athletes would be willing to answer 

anxiety questions; however, not too often which was similar to what previous work showed 

forth (Chapman, et al., 2012). Even though this came as a surprise to us, there is an aspect that 

might be affecting this. This aspect is that there is an increased awareness in the society 

concerning being more open and willing to share personal psychological state and experience 

(SWHelper, 2015). 

 

5.1 Reflections, limitations and future work 

There were a few obstacles and challenges that were encountered along the way. One 

significant one was the introduction of a new development framework. Mastering the new 

framework took extensive time, a lot more time than anticipated. Additionally, the pre-existing 

database and overall data-structure proved difficult to connect to, due to table structures vs. 

what we wanted to visualise which was a factor that triggered some improvisation (solving 

some parts of object handling in json objects instead of writing them into the database directly). 

That part also proved time-consuming and challenging for the team alongside the project. 

However, it is also known from the literature that these types of difficulties, and integration 

issues are common in large, complex software development projects where a large number of 

developers have been onboarded throughout the process. Thus, it became difficult as the 

database did not fully comply with the user-centered design that we wanted to create based of 

the data gathered. 

 

A challenge that occurred throughout the project was working in multidisciplinary. As this is 

a project that involves most departments at Reykjavík University, there are diverse opinions 

and emphasis throughout the divisions. This became quite complicated as some departments 

depend on others and do not fully understand how much work has to be placed into the project 

in order to meet all expectations. The departments involved actors from social science as well 

as natural science, making the complexity even greater. However, this added some positives as 

natural scientist lessons were learned from the social science department. In addition, due to 

Covid-19, the researchers had to work in different places. Covid-19 restrictions were placed in 

Iceland at the same time as the group was starting to code. The researchers found this 

challenging as the researchers had to work remotely. Additionally, it generated more 

difficulties when trying to communicate with the other departments. However, we carried on 
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through the difficulties and overcame them in the end. Also, in order to work more efficiently 

as a team, we split up into two groups in order to manage the problems skilfully. 

 

Due to the increased usage of smartphones, the research members suggest that for future 

research, it would be interesting and useful to publish a smartphone version of the website. In 

order to create the best possible user experience, the mobile website, as it is today, would be a 

good start. However, additional implementations would need to be added. In order to cover all 

operating systems, the smartphone version should be programmed and implemented in React 

Native as it gives the variety of steering for both Android and iOS systems. 

 

The researchers’ long-term goal for functional requirements is to implement all the functional 

requirements requested by the third user group, the national team coaches. Several features 

would need to be fully implemented before the initial release of the website. It would also be 

efficient to complete all of the B and C requirements that are listed in the functional 

requirements for the website that the researchers created as the researchers have already 

finished all A requirements. 

 

The researchers believe that the website should be split into different functionalities for the 

various user groups. For all sport types both for athletes and coaches, the website would be a 

statistics website as it offers the possibility of tracking one's success. On the other hand, for 

national team coaches, the future website should offer the coaches to follow the possible 

candidates for the national team as well as tracking the athletes already picked for the team. 

It would also be interesting to add more wearables into the system and, therefore, get other 

manufacturers on board. By doing so, it would increase the site’s usefulness. Additionally, 

connecting and linking services from other wearables used in team sports today to the database 

would again possibly increase the websites flow of users.  

 

Another long-term goal would be to look into the suggestions made by the coaches after the 

semi-structured interviews. Those suggestions were, for example, to add injuries and, if 

appropriate, to add a woman’s menstrual cycle. Lastly, by making the website accessible for a 

larger user group, having the website in a couple of languages would widen the user group. 
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6 Conclusion 

We conclude that all coaches would like to see as much information about the athlete, both 

psychological and physical therefore as much data as the athlete permits. A similar outcome, 

when it came to what information the athlete would like to share with their coach concerning 

physical as well as psychological data. However, when examining in depth the type of 

measurements that an athlete is willing to interchange with his coach, the results showed that 

athletes are more hesitant to share when they went to sleep and when they woke up instead of 

the duration of their sleep. Finally, our research data confirms that in order to achieve the most 

progress, an athlete should interchange as much information as possible in order to retrieve the 

most guidance. Overall, the project progressed evenly throughout the semester despite the 

obstacles that occurred, as stated in the discussion chapter. In the future, we anticipate that 

coaches will equitably concentrate on physical measurements as well as the psychological 

factors. 
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8 Appendix  

8.1 Interview Guide for athletes  

Góðan dag, við viljum þakka þér fyrir að gefa þér tíma í þetta viðtal. Við erum nemendur í 

tölvunarfræði í Háskólanum í Reykjavík og erum að vinna í lokaverkefninu okkar. (Kynna 

okkur síðan með nafni) 

Verkefnið er framhald af öðru verkefni sem unnið var í samstarfi við Íþróttafræðideild HR. 

Íþróttafræðideildin hefur verið að safna mælingum hjá íþróttafólki sem sýna nákvæm gögn um 

hæfni og frammistöðu íþróttamanna. Þessum gögnum hefur verið safnað í gagnagrunn sem við 

munum nota til þess að útbúa framenda til þess að birta gögnin á myndrænan og notendavænan 

hátt.  Hugmyndin okkar er að útbúa vefsíðu sem birtir þessi gögn bæði fyrir iðkendur sem og 

þjálfara. Einnig mun síðan bjóða notendum upp á að meta ástand sitt eftir ákveðnum 

sálfræðistaðli.  

Markmið viðtalsins er að sjá hvaða gögn iðkendum og þjálfurum finnst mikilvægt að sjá og 

hvaða þeir vilja alls ekki sjá. Einnig langar okkur að heyra þína skoðun hvernig flott væri að 

birta þessi gögn svo að vefsíðan sé notendavæn. Við viljum bæta við að nafn þitt mun ekki 

koma fram og við virðum það ef þú vilt ekki deila með okkur nafninu þitt. 

 

Þetta viðtal ætti ekki að taka lengri tíma en 1 klukkustund. 

 

Bakgrunnsspurningar: 

Hvaða kyn ert þú? 

Hvað ertu gömul/gamall? 

Ertu í námi eða í starfi? 

Ertu þjálfari, iðkandi eða bæði? 

 

Iðkandi: 

Hvaða íþrótt/íþróttir æfir þú? (einstaklings vs. hóp) 

Fyrir hvaða lið æfir þú? 

Ef það á við; í hvaða stöðu spilar þú?  

Hversu oft í viku æfir þú þína íþrótt? 

Notar þú einhverskonar mælitæki (úr, vesti) þegar þú stundar íþróttina/eða ert með daglega? 

Hvaða gögn finnst þér skipta mestu máli þegar það kemur að ná árangri? 
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Hvernig myndir þú vilja sjá þau gögn? (Í rauntíma), daglega, vikulega, mánaðarlega… 

Myndir þú vilja sjá hvar þú stendur miðað við liðið þitt/landið?  

Myndir þú vilja setja gögn inn sjálfur ? (sínar mælingar?) 

 

Eru einhver gögn úr úri (svefn, hjartsláttur, hitaeiningar, lengd æfinga, km fjöldi á æfingum 

og hraði þinn á æfingum) sem þú myndir ekki vilja að þjálfarinn þinn myndi sjá? (útskýra 

nánar ef þau segja ekki neitt) 

 

Eru einhver gögn úr vestinu (lengd æfinga, km fjöldi á æfingum og hraði þinn á æfingum) 

sem þú myndir ekki vilja að þjálfarinn myndi sjá? 

 

Eru einhver gögn úr mælingunum þínum/vigt (þyngd, fitaprósenta) sem þú myndir ekki vilja 

að þjálfarinn þinn myndi sjá?  

 

Eru einhver gögn af þeim sem við nefndum áðan sem þú myndir vilja sérstaklega að 

þjálfarinn myndi sjá? Hvaða? 

 

Myndir þú vilja að þjálfarinn sjái aukaæfingar þínar? 

 

Hversu oft myndir þú vilja skrá upplýsingar um líðan þína? 

Hversu langann tíma værir þú tilbúin að gefa þér til þess að svara spurningum varðandi líðan 

þína? (ef veit ekki, þá útskýra pælinguna (kvíðarkvarði).. Tæki til dæmis 5 mín að gera etc) 

andlega líðan til dæmis. 

 

Þegar það kemur að útlit gagna á vefsíðunni: 

Er eitthvað sem þér myndi finnast þæginlegra að sjá heldur en annað? 

Hvaða litasamsetning myndi þér finnast þægilegast fyrir vefsíðuna? 

Hvernig fyndist þér þægilegast hvernig gögn væru sett fram? Í hvernig ritum osfrv. 

Hvaða síur myndir þú vilja hafa á síðunni (til þess að sjá gögnin)? 

Hvaða gögn myndir þú vilja skoða oftast á þinni eigin síðu? 

Í hvaða röð myndir þú vilja sjá gögnin?  

Eru einhverjar upplýsingar sem þér finnst vanta en eru samt mikilvægar?  

Ef upp kemur tækifæri eða þeir sýna mikinn áhuga þá ->mögulega sýna þeim vefsíðuna nú 

þegar 
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8.2 Interview Guide for coaches  

Góðan dag, við viljum þakka þér fyrir að gefa þér tíma í þetta viðtal. Við erum nemendur í 

tölvunarfræði í Háskólanum í Reykjavík og erum að vinna í lokaverkefninu okkar. (Kynna 

okkur síðan með nafni) 

Verkefnið er framhald af öðru verkefni sem unnið var í samstarfi við Íþróttafræðideild HR. 

Íþróttafræðideildin hefur verið að safna mælingum hjá íþróttafólki sem sýna nákvæm gögn um 

hæfni og frammistöðu íþróttamanna. Þessum gögnum hefur verið safnað í gagnagrunn sem við 

munum nota til þess að útbúa framenda til þess að birta gögnin á myndrænan og notendavænan 

hátt.  Hugmyndin okkar er að útbúa vefsíðu sem birtir þessi gögn bæði fyrir iðkendur sem og 

þjálfara. Einnig mun síðan bjóða notendum upp á að meta ástand sitt eftir ákveðnum 

sálfræðistaðli.  

Markmið viðtalsins er að sjá hvaða gögn iðkendum og þjálfurum finnst mikilvægt að sjá og 

hvaða þeir vilja alls ekki sjá. Einnig langar okkur að heyra þína skoðun hvernig flott væri að 

birta þessi gögn svo að vefsíðan sé notendavæn. Við viljum bæta við að nafn þitt mun ekki 

koma fram og við virðum það ef þú vilt ekki deila með okkur nafninu þitt.  

 

Þetta viðtal ætti ekki að taka lengri tíma en 1 klukkustund. 

 

Bakgrunnsspurningar: 

Hvaða kyn ert þú? 

Hvað ertu gömul/gamall? 

Ertu í námi eða í starfi? 

Ertu þjálfari, iðkandi eða bæði? 

Þjálfari: 

Hvaða íþrótt þjálfar þú? 

Hvaða lið þjálfar þú fyrir? 

Hvaða aldursflokk þjálfar þú? 

Hvaða gögn finnst þér skipta mestu máli þegar það kemur að ná árangri? 

Hvernig myndir þú vilja sjá þau gögn? Daglega, vikulega, mánaðarlega… 

Notar þú vesti eða úr til þess að fylgjast með þínum liðsmönnum? Af hverju? 

Hvaða gögn myndir þú vilja sjá hjá iðkendum þínum þínum, sem þjálfari? 

 T.d. svefn fyrir leik... 

Eru einhver gögn sem þú myndir ekki vilja sjá hjá iðkendum þínum, sem þjálfari? 
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Finnst þér skipta máli að þú sjáir aukaæfingar leikmanna þinna, t.d. þegar þeir fara 

sjálfir í ræktina? 

Dettur þér í hug einhver gögn sem myndi hafa áhrif á skoðun þína á leikmanni? 

Ertu með einhverja skoðun á því hvort leikmenn eigi að stilla upp byrjunarliðinu út frá 

frammistöðu leikjum eða frammistöðu á æfingum? (æfingar vs. mót) 

Myndir þú vilja sjá liðið þitt í samanburði við staðal fyrir 

 Íþróttina? 

Myndir þú vilja sjá liðið þitt í samanburði við aðrar íþróttagreinar? 

 

Þegar það kemur að útlit gagna á vefsíðunni: 

Hvaða meðaltöl íþróttagreinarinnar myndi þú vilja sjá á forsíðu þjálfara (t.d. 3 helstu)? 

Hvaða mælingar finnst þér mikilvægast að sjá hjá hverjum leikmanni? (er hægt að vera 

með 5 mælingar í einu í spider chart)  

Hvaða litasamsetning myndi þér finnast þægilegast fyrir vefsíðuna? 

Hvernig fyndist þér þægilegast hvernig gögn væru sett fram? Í hvernig ritum osfrv. 

Hvaða síur myndir þú vilja hafa á síðunni (til þess að sjá gögnin)? 

Hvernig myndir þú vilja að leikmennirnir væru settir upp? 

 

8.3 Semi-structured interviews  

 

Interview 1 - Inga and Númi - athletes in swimming 

The interviewees both practice swimming. Their focus within the sport varies since Inga 

practices “þolsund” whilst Númi practices short sets. Both the interviewees agreed that they 

have not been using a lot of measuring equipment to monitor their practices, but Inga stated 

that she had tried using the apple watch. When using the apple watch, Inga mentioned that she 

only uses it for two specific reasons, to monitor her heart rate and the calories she burns. To 

track the pulse, both interviewees used the same method, but they do so by putting their finger 

up to their neck and feeling their pulse in that manner. They both said that this way they could 

see how their pulse would increase during the practice and therefore know whether the practice 

was intense enough. This was also an important way in their opinion to see how they recovered 

between swim sets and practices.  
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When the interviewees were asked about the data they would like to share with their coaches, 

they both agreed that they had complete trust towards their coaches therefore, they would show 

them everything. They also expressed that they would share the information from their anxiety 

tests. In particular, they would want their coaches to see the intensity and information from 

each practice so that they could monitor each exercise more closely. When asked how often 

they would be ready to spend answering anxiety-related questions, they specified that every 

day for five to ten minutes would be adequate. The spider-chart bothered them, but they liked 

the look of the website. Lastly, they added that they would like their coach to see their sleep 

habits as well as being able to see their heart rate on each exercise individually. Númi said that 

it would be more convenient to have that information at the top of the page. 

 

Interview 2 - Karen - an athlete that practices handball 

Karen finds the project interesting and exciting. Karen practices handball for the national team 

in Iceland, meaning she attends at least 9-10 practices per week. However, not all the practices 

are with the team. Karen was asked if she uses any type of measuring device to track her 

performance, she stated her Apple watch when tracking her heart rate and calories burnt. It was 

in her opinion that to be successful in your field, the mixture of physical and mental health was 

extremely important. She adds, however, that physical strength must always be present before 

looking at the mental side to improve and succeed in her field.  Karen found it appropriate to 

be able to look at her measurements and data throughout the year as well as week by week. 

This way she could monitor where she was not up to standard even if it was in the middle of 

the season. Karen said that she would take the opportunity to compare herself with the country, 

especially the girls who play the same position as her.  The interviewee mentioned that it would 

be good to categorise success after position.  

 

When asked if she would use the option to insert data herself, she said that this option would 

increase her use of the website and thus possibly could manage her exercises and measurements 

more closely. When the interviewee was asked about sensitive data such as her anxiety scale, 

there was nothing that she would keep from her coach. Karen mentions, for example, that if 

she had opened herself to the team psychologist, she would not want her coach to know about 

that. When it came to the anxiety scale questions and the data related to mental health questions, 

she believed that it was nothing other than a positive action if the coach could see that kind of 

data because it could improve the player's performance. Karen added, though, that she has 
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never had to deal with anxiety and therefore, might be difficult to judge her opinion. Asked 

how often she would answer anxiety-related questions, she was extremely open towards it and 

said if it was daily then no longer than 2 minutes, however, if it would be weekly, then 20 to 

30 minutes should suffice. 

 

Karen was asked about the presentation of the data, she specifically expressed that she was not 

keen on the spider-chart. She added that when it came to the spider-chart, it was both not clear 

enough as well as if you had not seen one before then reading it would become quite difficult. 

The data that she believed she would view the most often was her heart rate. Karen found that 

at the top of the page, you should be able to look at each exercise for themselves but other data 

such as weight and body fat percentage(BFP) should be at the bottom of the page as it was less 

important and less viewed. Lastly, the colour scheme that would catch a person's eye, should 

be bright, or at least colours on the bright side. 

 

Interview 3 - Unnur - athlete that practices swimming 

Unnur was positive regarding the project since she is studying psychology and practices 

swimming. Unnur attends swimming practice on average 6-8 times per week but does not use 

any extra measuring devices during those practices. When asked why that was the case, she 

explained that those types of measuring devices are not suitable for her exercises, since she 

practices swimming.She believes that her feeling, experience and time watches help her 

achieve success in her field. She added that she assessed that the most important measurement 

to achieve success would be her heart rate. During practice, she swims different sets where her 

heart rate varies, but to measure her heart rate, she places her finger up to her neck and measures 

it herself. However, she has used collar straps several times around her chest that measure her 

heart rate. She also mentioned that she is undoubtedly not a traditional athlete. She practices 

an individual sport and finds it most convenient for herself to turn up to practice not having to 

think about anything except herself.  

 

When Unnur was asked how she would like to see physical measurements, she felt it was best 

to see each week individually, as well as being able to compare different weeks together. This 

way, it might be easier to predict why a certain practice was not up to standard. It was in her 

opinion, that it was not a key issue for her to compare herself with the whole country as she is 

in an individual sport, meaning less competition between teams. Unnur was asked if there was 
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any data that she was uncomfortable with sharing with her coach, it was, however, in her 

experience that her coach should know everything about her, that way she would gain the most 

out of the training. When it came to the psychological aspects, Unnur said she wanted to answer 

questions about anxiety every week. So, she could look back in time in the past weeks. She 

agreed that five minutes would be the perfect time to answer anxiety-related questions.  When 

the interview was coming to the end, she was asked about the layout of the webpage. Unnur 

said that she would prefer the data being shown online-charts, but she liked the row of various 

data. Unnur added that where the exercises are shown, it would be a good idea to show her 

heart rate from each exercise. This allows her to have an overview of whether and where she 

needs to rest. Unnur believes it is very common for sports enthusiasts to think that they are not 

doing enough exercise, but are over-exercising and therefore, she finds it should be represented 

in some way.  

 

All things considered, she liked the look of the website as it is, and the representation of the 

data is adequate. However, she mentioned that it would be interesting to be able to monitor 

nutrition. By doing so, she would be able to see if she was eating too much or too little in 

comparison to her exercises.  

 

Interview 4 - Tinna - athlete that practices football 

Tinna practices football 4 to 6 times a week, as well as extra practices on her own which often 

are running and Crossfit. She finds it extremely important that her trainer sees all her exercises, 

both the ones she takes with the team as well as on her own.  Also, she would find it convenient 

that her coach could see the miles she runs and the duration of her extra practices. Tinna feels 

that it is necessary to have complete transparency when it comes to sharing information with 

her coach. She would, therefore, share both mental and physical measurements with her coach. 

The interviewee mentioned that her team had recently been asked by their coach to take a fat 

measurement test and the results were quite interesting. She thought it would have come in 

handy if her coach would have had DataWell and placed the results therein and then each 

athlete could see their results on their website. When it came to the look of the website and 

how the data is presented, Tinna mentioned that the presentation of the sleep data was important 

to succeed.  
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All in all, Tinna liked the look of the website but added she would like to see some 

improvements like the colour choices and the text. She specified that spider-charts were quite 

complex since she had never seen one before. In regard to the anxiety questions, she found that 

5 minutes was ideal once a week.  

 

Interview 5 - Egill - athlete in basketball 

Egill is a basketball player that practices 6-7 times a week. The practices are a mixture of 

basketball and strength training with the team. When the season is underway, he doesn't use 

any extra measuring equipment to monitor either performance or health. However, when he is 

off-season, he uses watches to monitor certain performance measurements. Egill follows his 

heart rate with the watches as well as sleep patterns. When it comes to succeeding in his field, 

Egill believes that it is a mixture of mental well-being and calories alongside physical strength. 

Since the interviewee attends a lot of strength training, he would specifically like to see those 

results in a graph. He would also want to see the average and maximum of the team on the 

same graph to be able to compare himself with other members of the team. Also, Egill is curious 

to see where he stands in relation to the rest of the country and therefore, would want that on 

the same graph.  

 

When Egill was asked how often he was willing to answer questions about anxiety, he 

estimated that 10-15 minutes per week would be enough. Egill was interested in sharing all his 

mental well-being data with his coach alongside the physical data. He finds that it would build 

both trust and transparency between players and coaches. 

 

Overall, he found the website intriguing but would want to change the row of how the data is 

presented. Egill wanted to see sleep data and the data from his watch at the top of the page. 

Below that data, he wanted to see strength exercises as well as where he stands in relation to 

the team and the country. At the bottom of the page, Egill would like to see weight and BFP as 

he considers that data less important.   

 

 

Interview 6 - Atli - coach in badminton 

Atli was well acquainted with the project as he has been associated with it. He is a football 

strength trainer as well and, therefore, has been involved in the measurements conducted by 
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the RU Sports Department. For him, the physical data is more important when it comes to 

success, but, there is a complex connection with the psychological aspects. He believed that 

the physical elements have little impact on the overall context of experience, team spirit and 

the cohesion of the players. Atli would like to be able to see measurements over longer periods 

because he thinks regular measurements would show inaccurate results. If players are measured 

a few times a year, there is a higher likelihood of more accurate data. When asked what data 

he as a coach would like to see from his athletes, he replied that running numbers and other 

factors such as mental strength was the most meaningful. Mental well-being for Atli would be 

the aggregate results of some kind of asked psychology questions. He expressed that to reach 

far in the field, psychological factors are of great importance, especially for athletes who decide 

to go abroad. These factors include lifestyle, sleep, and mentality. As a strength coach, Atli 

said it was not as crucial to see the players’ extra practices. If a player is training correctly, he 

should not be attending extra practices. He believed that averages of the team were a good way 

to see the team's standings. He added that the teams' psychological averages would be rather 

pointless as one player might be very happy and another very depressed. Therefore, it would 

be better for each team member's psychological numbers to meet them and offer assistance 

where needed. Atli, however, mentioned that young boys are most likely to lie about 

themselves to look better on paper. Atli found it unnecessary to see his sport in comparison to 

other sports but wanted to see where his athletes stood regarding the rest of the athletes in the 

same field. 

 

Atli has rarely used extra measuring devices, either for himself or for his team. He said that he 

trusted his intuition and believed that would drive the athlete the furthest if his heart was in the 

right place. It would be interesting, however, to see the total effort figure for the athletes over 

an entire period when he was asked what data he would prefer to see. In his field, badminton, 

he can control the load depending on how he feels, whether he is tired or not. However, in 

football, coaches show less understanding, yet it was his opinion that there was a clear 

difference between an individual and team sport.  

Atli did not have much to say about the look of the website. The charts that fascinated him 

were bar graphs and line graphs, but for example, pie charts don't efficiently show the data. He 

also mentioned that spider-charts were fascinating. Over the years he has played a lot of the 

computer game FIFA, where spider-charts are often used. He added that black and white would 

be unattractive when it came to the colour scheme.  
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Interview 7 - Kári - coach in football 

Kári was very intrigued by the project as he has a good insight into the world of football, both 

as a player as well as being a coach. He quit playing football professionally last fall but works 

today as a full-time coach. The data which Kári found to be of most importance when it came 

to success is an athlete’s strength. Kári mentioned that his main emphasis is strength training 

and that way he monitors his players’ performance and progres. When Kári was asked how he 

would like the data presented he felt it was obvious to be able to monitor the players’ daily. He 

added, that it would be efficient if his players could put in their own measurements from the 

strength exercises. Around twice a week, Kári makes his players’ answer questions that are 

mainly related to their physical health, but he mentioned that these questions vary depending 

on the information that the coaches wish to receive. To this day, Kári has not added mental 

well-being questions to this questionnaire but stated that it would be a very interesting topic to 

view.  

 

Kári has immense ambitions for monitoring a player’s development therefore he said that 

having some sort of equipment that would let him retrieve the information from the watches 

that the players would wear would be beneficial. It is in his assessment that when players are 

asked about their stiffness, fatigue and … it sometimes portrays better what the player is going 

through rather than mental well-being questions. Additionally, he found that fat percentage and 

weight were the least important because it varies immensely between players. Here in Iceland 

he says that it is important to choose from the data as he feels that it is incredibly easy to collect 

endless data but in fact only 10% is used. It is therefore, in his opinion more important to 

monitor the development of a player, their sleep patterns and well-being. Asked if he 

considered it essential to see his players’ extra exercises, he answered to a certain extent yes 

and no. He would like to be able to see the intensity of the exercises for example how the pulse 

was over that time, but he doesn't care to how often they attended extra practices.  

When setting up the starting team he said that it is highly unusual to set up the team based on 

a particular performance from the games, but he selects based on overall performance off 

season. He mentioned, though, that if two players are comparable, it would be good to see their 

performance over the past week and thus evaluate which one was better prepared and suited 

for the next match. He added that it would be of great advantage to him and his team if he could 

base his team of a certain standard or the rest of the country. However, it would be meaningless 

to compare his team to another sport.  
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Regarding the appearance of the website, Kári expressed his dislike in connection to the spider-

chart, he said it was distracting even though it looked quite professional. Kári found the table 

presenting the physical measurements extremely useful but he said that there he would like to 

monitor back in time the exercises. From that table he determines whether the player is 

improving or not. Kári also found it crucial to be able to keep track of each player individually, 

where he could look more closely into his development and well-being and thus better 

identifying the individual’s strengths and weaknesses. When Kári was asked about the colour 

scheme of the website, he expressed his fondness towards the colour it was right now. He found 

it appealing to look at white backgrounds and colourful options.  

 

Kári was also asked some questions regarding that he was an athlete not so long ago. When 

asked whether he would prefer his coach not to see specific data about his well-being and 

fitness he stated that he believed that it would have an inspiring effect rather than causing some 

kind of scare in the athlete. He added that if he would have to answer some questions about 

anxiety and well-being, once a month should do. If the players would have to answer a 

questionnaire more than once a month he mentioned that the athletes might find it boring and 

cause them to stop bothering to answer such questions.  

 

When the interview was drawing to an end, Kári started explaining that there was a program 

called Sideling which he uses extensively as a coach. Sideline is used to pose questions to 

coaches’ players twice a week, usually about stiffness, fatigue and the players condition. He 

added that Sideline is in some way similar to DataWell but Sideline can be quite complicated. 

In the program, he can monitor the practices with a calendar and see all the practices he and 

his players need to attend. He can also see the players’ measurements from all the small tests 

he makes them take. In Kári’s opinion, the biggest drawbacks of the program were that it is 

only accessible for a coach and on a computer. He also said that in Sideline he has to handle 

all of the measurements himself, making graphs and so forth and therefore, DataWell would 

come in very handy as it would do a lot of the work for him. 

 

 

Interview 8 - Tómas - coach in basketball 

To succeed in your field, Tómas found it important to be able to compare figures and 

individuals. He added that he found it one of the most crucial aspects to look at the athlete's 
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psychological aspects, including sleep and mental well-being. He mentioned that in team sports 

it becomes more and more difficult to distinguish between individuals and therefore, necessary 

to be able to compare, for example, agility, stamina, and strength of each player between the 

years. Tómas wanted to be able to compare the team's averages between the years and also 

with other sports. Besides, it would also be encouraging for players to be able to see the team's 

comparison to others in the field, for example, their age category.  He said that he would like 

to see the player's sleep patterns day after day, as there is a link between bad sleep habits and 

athletic injuries. Other data such as physical measurements would be easier to look at for longer 

periods such as monthly and yearly. He added that it would also be interesting to see 

psychological factors weekly such as stress and strain. Strain from other factors can also affect 

the performance of the athletes. He also found it interesting to be able to look at psychological 

aspects, at different times of the year, for example, January is often a difficult mental well-

being time for many people. Asked about what elements Tómas looks at the beginning of the 

season, he noted that at the beginning of the season, he looks at the player's performance, and 

rewards those that have been doing well each practice. In contrast, as the season progresses, he 

focuses on the player's performance in each game. Also, Tómas wanted to be able to add other 

metrics that he found were important based on his field.  

 

When it came to the questions regarding the look of the website, he found it was extremely 

important to have a lot of colours. It would be good to choose from various graphs; therefore, 

each coach could choose what suited them best. For team practices, it would be convenient to 

be able to choose different colours and, therefore, each exercise per practice would be 

distinguished. Tómas said he uses the spider-chart because he feels that it gives a clear image 

when comparing team members. Tómas also wanted to be able to filter out the psychological 

data, so he could look into what specific aspects were bothering the player/players.  

 

There is already statistical data on players’ performance during each game and he found that it 

would be a good idea to link that to the project's database. Then you could see the correlation 

from each performance with the other measurements for each player over a certain period of 

time. Tómas came up with very good ideas for the website, but the one that got the researchers' 

most interest was that sportswomen could record their menstrual cycle on their website. Studies 

have shown that there is a connection between athletic injuries and women's menstrual cycle. 

Overall, he wanted the website to be simple as well as accessible and liked the idea of the 

project itself. 
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Interview 9 - Vala - coach in handball 

Vala was positive towards the project as she is an experienced handball coach. The data that 

she found most important in relation to her players performance was a mixture of physical and 

mental well-being measurements. Vala spoke about the HR measurement days and said that 

she would like to see the results from those types of days in order to monitor the progress of 

the year and other years. She also mentioned that she would like to be able to observe 

measurements from her practices and the extra practices that the players attend. The extra 

practices are key for the coach to see so they know what the player is doing, whether in fact 

the player is exercising too much or not correctly. Vala noticed that the most psychological 

aspect that she would like to see is sleep. She found it important to be on a personal note with 

her team members when it comes to various psychological aspects. Therefore, it would be 

adequate to prepare a small questionnaire that her team members could submit before and after 

games during the season. The survey would ask questions about how the players would feel 

before and after games, as well as asking how they experienced the game. She mentioned that 

this way she could monitor if any of her team members did not feel well during the game as 

well as focusing on the players mental well-being and resolving issues if they occur. When 

setting up the starting team for the season, Vala looks at both physical and mental well-being 

measurements. From her experiences, some players are often stressed during games and 

therefore cannot transfer their skills from practices to the games.  

 

When Vala was asked how she found it most convenient to view various players data on the 

website, she mentioned that she would like to be able to see a comparison of her team members 

with others in the field and possibly those from the whole country. On her homepage she would 

like to see the main averages from sleep, extra practices and physical endurance tests that her 

team members take. She added that she would like to be able to filter out further measurements 

and compare players by the players position. When a player is selected she wanted to be able 

to click on that person from a list with small images of the players that would lead her to the 

players page.  

 

Vala expressed little views on the colour scheme of the website but she said that blue might be 

catchy. The most interesting point from the interview was that the Vala mentioned that caffeine 

consumption had an effect on the player's performance. Therefore, it could be interesting if the 

athletes would have to record their caffeine consumption around games and practices. 
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Interview 10 - Ómar og Birnir, national team coaches in football 

One of the interviews taken was with two national coaches that work for KSÍ 

(Knattspyrnusamband Íslands). Ómar and Birnir wanted solely to focus on the physical 

measurements and said from the beginning that the psychological aspects were of little concern 

to them. However, they wanted to be able to access all the data about a specific player through 

the team coach if they needed any extra information about the player. Team coaches would, 

therefore, work as a type of bridge between national team coaches and athletes so that they 

could access all data from the players. Ómar and Birnir mentioned that the future measurements 

in football would come from the vests, and the use of sports watches would eventually become 

obsolete. In order to be able to look at the team measurements, it was important for them to see 

certain criteria and comparison in that field. They also stated that they would like to see player 

comparisons with other sports. They emphasised greatly on being able to see each measurement 

individually by its date. Since Ómar and Birnir only look at the national teams in football, they 

wanted to be able to filter out the players based on whether they were in the national team or 

not. They to a certain degree didn't care for the other players and preferred not to see any 

unnecessary data.  

 

Both Ómar and Birnir found it important to be able to record their comments for the players 

that they watch in the team games on the player's page that would enter the database. They said 

that this would be an efficient way to keep an eye on potential players for the national team 

alongside monitoring their performance during games. It would also be a good idea to have a 

rating from one to five in regard to the player's performance and their ability in the games 

towards their team members. 

 

Ómar and Birnir had great views on the upcoming look of the website. On the main page, they 

would like to see the team's main averages, such as measurements from the jójó, endurance 

and agility tests. They added that key measurements should be presented in an easy-to-read 

graph, such as a spider-chart. Ómar mentioned that it would be rather important to be able to 

compare both the players' positions and physical exams. To keep track of the players, they 

wanted to be able to add specific players to their list. The list would include the promising 

players that the national team coaches would want to keep an eye on, by tracking their 

performance during the season. Ómar and Birnir had little views on the colour scheme of the 

website, but they wanted different colours for the various teams. In the end, they added that 
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they wanted to be able to access the data in a simple and user-friendly manner, as they have 

experienced complex applications. 

8.4 Prototype Interviews - Thinking out loud interview guide for athletes 

and coaches  

 

Interview Guide fyrir viðtöl við þjálfara og iðkendur  
 

Góðan dag, við viljum þakka þér fyrir að gefa þér tíma í þetta viðtal. Við erum nemendur í 

tölvunarfræði í Háskólanum í Reykjavík og erum að vinna í lokaverkefninu okkar. (Kynna 

okkur síðan með nafni) 

Verkefnið er framhald af öðru verkefni sem unnið var í samstarfi við Íþróttafræðideild HR. 

Íþróttafræðideildin hefur verið að safna mælingum hjá íþróttafólki sem sýna nákvæm gögn um 

hæfni og frammistöðu íþróttamanna. Þessum gögnum hefur verið safnað í gagnagrunn sem við 

munum nota til þess að útbúa framenda til þess að birta gögnin á myndrænan og notendavænan 

hátt.  Hugmyndin okkar er að útbúa vefsíðu sem birtir þessi gögn bæði fyrir iðkendur sem og 

þjálfara. Einnig mun síðan bjóða notendum upp á að meta ástand sitt eftir ákveðnum 

sálfræðistaðli.  

Markmið hugsa upphátt prófuninar er að sjá flæðið í gegnum prototýpuna sem hannað var fyrir 

vefsíðuna. Einnig skoða hvort að vefsíðan væri nógu notendavæn og sem þæginlegust í notkun. 

Fyrst munum við spurja mjög einfaldar bakgrunnsspurningar, við tökum fram að nafn þitt 

verður hvergi notað. Síðan munum við gefa þér svo kallað task sem þú átt að gera og eftir að 

þú ert búin að klára öll task-in þá munum við spurja þig nokkrar spurningar út í prótótýpuna.  

 

Þetta viðtal ætti ekki að taka lengri tíma en 1 klukkustund. 

 

 

Iðkandi: 

1. Þú ert iðkandi hjá Val í fótbolta og þig langar að búa þér til aðgang á DataWell síðunni 

einnig langar þér að skoða þær persónuupplýsingar sem þú varst að setja inn. 

2. Þú ert iðkandi nú þegar með aðgang að DataWell, þú vilt skoða líkamlegu mælingarnar 

þínar eins og niðurstöður úr jójó hlaupaprófi. 

3. Þú ert iðkandi skráður inn og þú vilt hætt að deila upplýsingum þínum með þjálfara. 

4. Þú ert iðkandi skráður inn og þú vilt skoða samanburðinn á spretthraða þínum og 

spretthraða liðsfélögum þínum.  
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5. Þú ert iðkandi skráður inn og þú vilt skoða nánari upplýsingar um æfingu sem þú tókst í 

vikunni. 

6. Þú ert iðkandi skráður inn og þú vilt geta séð hvernig þér líður og svarað spurningum um 

kvíðakvarðann. 

7. Þú ert iðkandi skráður inn og vilt geta séð hvernig þú svafst í nótt.  

8. Þú ert iðkandi skráður inn og þú vilt skrá þig út. 

 

Þjálfari: 

1. Þú ert þjálfari með aðgang og vilt geta búið til lið og bætt við leikmönnum í það.   

2. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt skoða nánari upplýsingar Engilbertu sem er í 

2.flokk kvk í Val.  

3. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt geta borið saman þrjá leikmenn þær Bergþrúði, 

Engilbertu og Aðalfríði í 2.flokk kvk í Val.  

4. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt skoða líkamlegar mælingar hjá liðinu þínu 2.flokk 

kvk í Val. 

5. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt bæta við mælingum dagsins fyrir Engilbertu, 

Aðalfríði og Bergþrúðu í 2.flokk kvk í Val. 

6. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt bæta við nýrri æfingategund. 

7. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt búa til nýju æfinguna Snatch fyrir 

æfingategundina Lyftingar. 

 

SUS - Spurningar 

Nú ætlum við að spurja þig 10 spurninga varðandi notagildi vefsíðunnar.  

Þessar spurningar eru á skalanum frá 1 til 5 þar sem 1 er ósammála og 5 er sammála. 

 

1. Ósammála 

2. Frekar ósammála 

3. Hvorki né 

4. Frekar sammála 

5. Sammála  

 

Usability / notagildi: 

1. Myndir þú vilja skoða vefsíðuna reglulega?  

2. Fannst þér vefsíðan óþarflega flókin?  
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3. Fannst þér vefsíðan auðveld í notkun?  

4. Heldur þú að þú þyrftir aðstoð við að nota vefsíðuna?  

5. Fannst þér einhver virkni á síðunni vel útfærð?  

6. Fannst þér of mikið ósamræmi á vefsíðunni?  

7. Heldur þú að flestir myndu vera fljót að læra á vefsíðuna?  

8. Fannst þér vefsíðan óþægileg í notkun?  

9. Leið þér vel að nota vefsíðuna?  

10. Heldur þú að þú myndir þurfa læra mismunandi hluti til að geta nýtt þér vefsíðuna?  

 

Næst ætlum við að spurja þig nokkrar spurningar varðandi upplifun þína á vefsíðunni: 

 

Experience / upplifun 

1. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi flókin og 5 verandi auðveld) fannst þér vefsíðan í notkun?  

2. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi óskilvirkt og 5 verandi skilvirkt) fannst þér vefsíðan í notkun?  

3. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi ruglandi og 5 verandi skýr) fannst þér vefsíðan í notkun?  

4. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi leiðinleg og 5 verandi skemmtileg) fannst þér vefsíðan í 

notkun?  

5. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi ekki áhugaverð og 5 verandi áhugaverð) fannst þér vefsíðan í 

notkun?  

6. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi hefðbundin og 5 verandi frumleg) fannst þér vefsíðan vera?   

 

8.5 User Testing Interviews – Thinking out loud interview guide for 

athletes and coaches  

 

Interview Guide fyrir hugsa upphátt prófun við notendur 

 

Góðan dag, við viljum þakka þér fyrir að gefa þér tíma í þetta viðtal. Við erum nemendur í 

tölvunarfræði í Háskólanum í Reykjavík og erum að vinna í lokaverkefninu okkar. (Kynna 

okkur síðan með nafni) 

Verkefnið er framhald af öðru verkefni sem unnið var í samstarfi við Íþróttafræðideild HR. 

Íþróttafræðideildin hefur verið að safna mælingum hjá íþróttafólki sem sýna nákvæm gögn um 

hæfni og frammistöðu íþróttamanna. Þessum gögnum hefur verið safnað í gagnagrunn sem við 

munum nota til þess að útbúa framenda til þess að birta gögnin á myndrænan og notendavænan 

hátt.  Hugmyndin okkar er að útbúa vefsíðu sem birtir þessi gögn bæði fyrir iðkendur sem og 
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þjálfara. Einnig mun síðan bjóða notendum upp á að meta ástand sitt eftir ákveðnum 

sálfræðistaðli.  

 

Markmið hugsa upphátt prófuninnar er að sjá flæðið í gegnum vefsíðuna. Einnig erum við að 

skoða hvort að vefsíðan sé nógu notendavæn og þægileg í notkun. Fyrst munum við spurja 

mjög einfaldra bakgrunnsspurninga, við tökum fram að nafn þitt verður hvergi notað. Síðan 

munum við gefa þér nokkur verkefni sem þú átt að gera og eftir að þú ert búin að klára öll 

verkefnin þá munum við spurja þig nokkurra spurningar út í vefsíðuna. 

 

Þetta viðtal ætti ekki að taka lengri tíma en 30 mín. 

 

Hugsa upphátt prófun 

 

Almenn verkefni 

1. Þú ert notandi sem vilt stofna aðgang á síðunni. 

2. Þú ert notandi sem vilt skoða skilmála vefsíðunnar. 

3. Þú ert notandi sem vilt forvitnast um teymið sem stendur að verkefninu. 

4. Þú ert notandi sem vilt skoða sögu verkefnisins. 

 

Iðkendur 

1. Þú ert iðkandi með aðgang og vilt skrá þig inn.  

(netfang: linda@datawell.is lykilorð: tdsporttdsport) 

2. Þú ert iðkandi sem er skráður inn og þú vilt sjá nánar um æfingar þínar s.l.viku. 

3. Þú ert iðkandi sem er skráður inn og þú vilt sjá hvernig þú svafst í nótt. 

4. Þú ert iðkandi sem er skráður inn og þú vilt svara kvíðakvarðakönnun. 

5. Þú ert iðkandi sem er skráður inn og þú vilt sjá meðalhjartsláttinn þinn s.l. viku. 

6. Þú ert iðkandi sem skráður inn og þú vilt sjá þyngdina þína. 

7. Þú ert iðkandi sem er skráður inn og þú vilt sjá hvenær þú fórst að sofa s.l. Viku. 

8. Þú ert iðkandi sem er skráður inn og þú vilt skrá þig út. 

 

Þjálfari: 

1. Þú ert þjálfari með aðgang og vilt skrá þig inn.  

(netfang: coach@tdsport.is lykilorð: tdsporttdsport) 

2. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt skoða lið sem þú ert að þjálfa.  

mailto:coach@tdsport.is
mailto:coach@tdsport.is
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3. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt bæta við liði. 

4. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt geta skoðað meðtal líkamlegra mælinga hjá 

þínu liði.  

5. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt bæta við mælingum hjá 2 einstaklingum. 

(mælingar: Lyftingar, clean og jerk) 

6. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt skoða þær æfingar sem eru nú þegar inni. 

7. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt bæta við nýrri æfingategund. 

8. Þú ert þjálfari sem er skráður inn og vilt skrá þig út. 

 

Spurningar eftir notendaprófun: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13emlAyCyU7srgaJL4oms9eYHcgMy_Yir9lpdnupPp5o/edi

t 

 

Bakgrunsspurningar 

Nafn?  

Kyn?  

Hvað ertu gömul/gamall?  

Ertu í námi eða í starfi?  

Ertu þjálfari, iðkandi eða bæði? 

Tölvukunnátta?   

 

Spurningar 

Nú ætlum við að spurja þig nokkurra spurninga varðandi notagildi vefsíðunnar og upplifun á 

henni.  

 

 

Þessar spurningar eru á skalanum frá 1 til 5 þar sem 1 er ósammála og 5 er sammála. 

1. Ósammála 

2. Frekar ósammála 

3. Hvorki né 

4. Frekar sammála 

5. Sammála  

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13emlAyCyU7srgaJL4oms9eYHcgMy_Yir9lpdnupPp5o/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13emlAyCyU7srgaJL4oms9eYHcgMy_Yir9lpdnupPp5o/edit
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Usability / notagildi: 

 

1. Myndir þú vilja skoða vefsíðuna reglulega?  

2. Fannst þér vefsíðan óþarflega flókin?  

3. Fannst þér vefsíðan auðveld í notkun?  

4. Heldur þú að þú þyrftir aðstoð við að nota vefsíðuna?  

5. Fannst þér einhver virkni á síðunni vel útfærð?  

6. Fannst þér of mikið ósamræmi á vefsíðunni?  

7. Heldur þú að flestir myndu vera fljót að læra á vefsíðuna?  

8. Fannst þér vefsíðan óþægileg í notkun?  

9. Leið þér vel að nota vefsíðuna?  

10. Heldur þú að þú myndir þurfa læra mismunandi hluti til að geta nýtt þér vefsíðuna?  

 

Experience / upplifun 

1. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi flókin og 5 verandi auðveld) fannst þér vefsíðan í notkun?  

2. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi óskilvirkt og 5 verandi skilvirkt) fannst þér vefsíðan í 

notkun?  

3. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi ruglandi og 5 verandi skýr) fannst þér vefsíðan í notkun?  

4. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi leiðinleg og 5 verandi skemmtileg) fannst þér vefsíðan í 

notkun?  

5. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi ekki áhugaverð og 5 verandi áhugaverð) fannst þér 

vefsíðan í notkun?  

6. Á skalanum 1-5 (1 verandi hefðbundin og 5 verandi frumleg) fannst þér vefsíðan 

vera?   
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